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NEWS

KWAK Do-won
LEE Byung-hun

GANG Dong-won
HWANG Jung-min

Star-Driven Titles Line Up for
Filming in Early 2017
Political Thrillers from Returning Directors Woo Big Names

Hot off the heels of a blockbuster 2016,
this year is kicking off with a bang,
with several major films going into
production in the first quarter. These
include YOON Jong-bin’s Duke , YANG
Woo-suk’s Gang-cheol-bi (Steel Rain
- WT ) and NOH Dong-seok’s Golden
Slumber.
CJ Entertainment is on board as the
main investor and distributor for Duke ,
a North Korean spy thriller set in the
mid-90s. Leading the cast as a South
Korean spy who infiltrates the North
is HWANG Jung-min, fresh from
blockbusters such as Ode to My Father
(2014), Veteran (2015) and A Violent
Prosecutor (2016). Appearing opposite
him will be LEE Sung-min (Broken ,
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2014), CHO Jin-woong (A Hard Day,
2014) and his Asura: The City of
Madnes s (2016) co-star JU Ji-hoon.
Speaking of Asura: The City of
Madness , two other stars from that,
JUNG Woo-sung and KWAK Do-won,
are reuniting for a different North
Korea-themed picture, this time Gangcheol-bi from The Attorney (2013)
director YANG Woo-suk. YANG is
adapting his own webcomic and JUNG
will play a former agent from North
Korean intelligence while KWAK is
on board as a senior member of the
South Korean security services. Next
Entertainment World will distribute
the title.
Following the smash hits The Priests

(2015), A Violent Prosecutor and
Master (2016), GANG Dong-won
will star opposite The Beauty
Inside (2015) lead HAN Hyo-joo in
the thriller Golden Slumber from
director NOH Dong-seok, known
for festival titles My Generation
(2004) and Boys of Tomorrow (2007).
GANG plays a deliveryman who
is framed for the assassination of
the newly elected prime minister.
HAN will co-star as a college friend
turned radio reporter. The film, from
CJ Entertainment, is based on a
book by ISAKA Kotaro, which was
previously adapted for the screen in
Japan in 2010.
by Pierce Conran | photographs from Cine21

Jeonju Cinema
Project 2017
Participants Announced

LEE Chang-jae

KIM Yang-hee

KIM Dae-hwan

The Jeonju International Film Festival’s
annual Jeonju Cinema Project has
announced its 2017 participants. Unlike
previous years, all three of next year’s
directors hail from Korea. The 2017 JCP
films will be made by LEE Chang-jae,
KIM Yang-hee and KIM Dae-hwan.
Director LEE Chang-jae, known for
his documentaries On The Road (2013)
and The Hospice (2014) which screened
at Jeonju, will make N Project , a
documentary about a civil revolution that
took place in 2002.
KIM Yang-hee will be making her feature
directing debut with A Poet’s Love , having
previously made shorts and worked as an
assistant director on diverse works such
as Tokyo Taxi (2010), Love On-Air (2012)
and Days of Wrath (2013).
KIM Dae-hwan, who debuted with the
Dankook University feature project
End of Winter in 2014, which was well
received at the Busan International Film
Festival and went on to screen at the
Berlin International Film Festival, will
helm First Trip . The film follows a couple
who have been together for six years and
experience various conflicts with their
parents.
The projects will premiere at next year’s
18th Jeonju International Film Festival,
which is set to take place from April 27th
to May 6th.

BECAUSE I LOVE YOU Sells to IFFR Takes 6 Films from
Korea
11 International Markets
The heartwarming comedy-drama
Because I Love You , the first
mainstream Korean release of 2017,
has sold to theatrical distributors in
11 international territories, and will
gradually be released globally during
the first quarter of the year.
The film opened theatrically in the
United States, Canada, Australia and
New Zealand in January, directly
following its domestic release, which
began on January 4th. The film will
then bow in Vietnam, Hong Kong and
Macau in February, while other Asian
territories such as Singapore, Malaysia
and Taiwan will follow.
The story centers around LEE Hyeong, a
gifted composer with a talent to connect
people in love. Among these people are
an aspiring singer suffering from stage
fright and her colleague whose love for
her is unrequited, an elderly man and
woman suffering from Alzheimer's,
and a high school girl with a special
connection to Hyeong.
The cast is led by romcom veteran CHA
Tae-hyun (My Sassy Girl , 2001) and
new star KIM You-jung (Thread of Lies ,
2014). Because I Love You is produced
by AD406, while the main investor and
distributor is Next Entertainment World
while Contents Panda is handling global
sales.

A Quiet Dream

This year’s 46th International Film
Festival Rotterdam welcomed six Korean
films across different sections.
Presented as a world premiere out
of competition in the Bright Future
program was Bamseom Pirates Seoul
Inferno , the second work from Non
Fiction Diary (2014) director JUNG
Yoon-suk which is described as a punk
activist documentary. The Voices
program featured ZHANG Lu’s black
and white work A Quiet Dream , which
was the opening film of last year’s Busan
International Film Festival.
Three Korean films took part in the
Limelight lineup. These included KIM
Sung-soo’s violent thriller Asura : The
City of Madness, PARK Chan-wook’s
The Handmaiden , which debuted at the
Cannes Film Festival in competition,
and YEON Sang-ho’s global phenomenon
Train to Busan . The zombie hit was
the biggest Korean film of last year and
became the most profitable Korean film
outside of the country of all time.
Finally, HONG Sang-soo’s 18th work
Yourself and Yours played in the
Signatures section. The film debuted at
the Toronto International Film Festival
and earned the revered auteur the Best
Director prize from the San Sebastian
International Film Festival last year.
by Pierce Conran

Because I Love You
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KOFIC NEWS

2017
Vietnamese
Film Days
in Korea

Vietnam in Korea and
Korea in India
KOFIC Stages Cultural Exchanges
with Asian Players

The Korean Film Council (KOFIC) has staged some
cultural exchanges with Asian players. KOFIC and the
Vietnam Cinema Department co-hosted 2017 Vietnamese
Film Days in Korea at the Lotte Cinema World Tower
complex and Lotte Hotel in Jamsil from January 12th to
14th. The event came after the ‘Cooperative Agreement
for Mutual Improvement of Film Industry’ signed at
2016 K-Cinema Global Networking in Vietnam in Ho Chi
Minh.
Meanwhile, the Korean-Vietnamese Film Industry
Conference was held on January 13th. The conference
discussed bilateral cooperation of film industries like coproductions between two countries and sought expansion
of interchange and market entry between Korea and
Vietnam, which is emerging as a new movie market.
Meanwhile, last November, KOFIC held events including
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The 47th International Film Festival of India, Goa

a Korean Film Showcase, Korean-Indian Co-production
Seminar and Korean Film Night at the 47th International
Film Festival of India (IFFI), Goa.
The Korean-Indian Co-production Seminar at the Vivanta
by Taj hotel arranged a meeting of Korean and Indian
filmmakers to promote film business interchange. A policy
of Korean-Indian film industry and a study of co-production
cases were presented in the Film Industry Forum during
the event. Also, vitalization of remake rights sales and
location incentive program in Korea were discussed. The
Korean Film Showcase opened with KIM Seong-hun’s
Tunnel , and featured several current Korean films.
KOFIC will continue its effort to vitalize co-producton,
theatrical business in the private sector, interchange and
market entry between Korean and other Asian countries.
by KIM Hyun-jeong

KOFIC Signs MOU for
Vitalization of
Citizens’ Cinema Culture

An agreement for youth film education and a distribution
system for citizens’ films was signed at the Korea Media
Content Festival 2016 at the Lotte Cinema World Tower
on December 12th. The Korean Film Council (KOFIC)
and The National Association of Media Centers jointly
concluded this arrangement with Lotte Cinema and
Cable TV VOD respectively. Their collaborative plans are
expected to do various things such as bring youth film
education through Lotte Cinema and distribute citizens
video content through cable TV VOD.
Besides, Lotte Cinema presented the Lotte Cinema
Award to Greetings by SEOK Soo-hyun in the Green
section. The film is about the struggle between teachers
and students due to greetings. Meanwhile, the Cable TV
VOD Award went to HAN Mi-yeon’s After Rain from the
Blue section, which depicts conflict and reconciliation
between locals and people becoming farmers. Two
winners were selected among 312 entries nationwide in
the Video Content Contest for Citizens.
Last year’s Korea Media Content Festival showed a
total of 39 films. Various events were held in addition
to movie screenings: Idea exchange programs to
strengthen the abilities of media teachers and staff
of media centers, seminars for vitalization of citizens’
cinema culture, and an experience booth of the latest
visual equipment.

Korean Film Council
Attends ATF
The Korean Film Council (KOFIC)
participated in the Asia TV Forum & Market
(ATF) at the Marina Bay Sands Hotel in
Singapore. Starting with the name Screen
Singapore in 2011, ATF is a gathering of
more than 5,000 Asian content sellers and
shoppers on one platform. ATF 2016 ran from
December 7th to 9th after its pre-market on
December 6th.
KOFIC ran the Busan Digital Content booth
with digital content companies in Busan at
ATF. It aimed to help companies promote
their recognition and sales content, build
overseas cooperative networks and conduct
market research through ATF. KOFIC’s
participation at this event was a part of its
‘Digital Content Business Marketing and
Consulting Support’.
Five companies used the Busan Digital
Content booth: Studio Vandal of The Alien
Family Jolly Polly and The Little Stone
Dodo , CG Pixel Studio of Kong Kong Land
series, digital distributor FUNNYCON of
The Cabinet of Francis (2016) and Cafeteria
Odyssey (2015), barrier-free application
developer ACCESSICT, and SAMG
Animation of Mini Force : New Heroes Rise .

www.koreanfilm.or.kr 7

BOX OFFICE

Box Office
Report of
2 0 1 6

Train to Busan

Good Year Overall,
but Best Year for Korean Films

After five years of consecutive growth,
the Korean film industry remained
healthy in 2016, though the half decade
streak of gains came to an end as the
industry essentially remained flat.
Admissions reached 217.02 million,
which was down just 0.1% from 2016.
A wide range of hits accounted for the
hefty admissions total in a year that
welcomed just one new member to the
vaunted 10 million viewers club (the
global zombie smash Train to Busan )
but saw a larger than usual number of
films go over the five million barrier.
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Korean films were also as popular as
ever and by year’s end commanded eight
of the top ten spots on the annual box
office chart, with a pair of Marvel titles
representing Hollywood filling out the
other two spots.
This was the fourth time in a row that
the industry admitted over 200 million
spectators. While the total viewer
level was the same, an indication that
a saturation point for the exhibition
market has been reached, it was a
strong year for Korean cinema, which
commanded a healthy 54% market

share, up from the 52% score of 2015.
The 116.57 million viewers recorded for
Korean film was the second best ever
figure for the local industry, behind
the 127.23 million entries recorded in
2013. 2016 was the fifth consecutive
year that over 100 million viewers were
accumulated for domestic films.
While 2016 may have been a success
story for Korean films, Hollywood was
not left out in the dark. It may have
seen its market share dip by 1% but
it recorded 90.88 million viewers, the
third best ever haul for Hollywood

titles. Beyond their US titles, several
Hollywood majors such 20th Century
Fox and Warner Brothers also scored
hits in Korea with local language
productions, demonstrating new
horizons for foreign film producers and
investors whithin Korean shores.
Looking at raw sales, the industry
reached a new benchmark with box
office receipts totaling USD 1.48 billion,
up marginally from the previous year’s
1.46 billion, though this was partly
due to slightly higher average ticket
prices. Looking at the sales total,
2016 proved to be the best year ever
for Korean films, which racked up
USD 789.4 million, approximately 2%
ahead of 2013’s admissions record due
to the inflation that occurred in the
intervening years.

Hollywood Enters Korea
Depending on how things may shake
out over the next few years in a
continually evolving marketplace, 2016
may be looked back on as a watershed
year for a shift in the investment sector
of the Korean film industry. Hollywood
has had its eye on the Korean
marketplace for some time, beyond
just a market to launch its American
titles, but also an industry to be mined
through local productions, given Korea’s
rare status as a majority market for
domestic output. 20th Century Fox
and Warner Brothers each launched
a high profile film this year, both of
which had major festival debuts and
wound up among the year’s seven most
well attended Korean titles. Between
them, The Wailing by NA Hong-jin and
KIM Jee-woon’s The Age of Shadows
attracted almost 14.4 million viewers.
First up to bat was The Wailing
which was the fourth locally produced
20th Century Fox title. Following the

The Top 15 Korean Box Office 2016
Title

Release Dates

Country

Admissions

1

Train to Busan

Jul. 20, 2016

Korea

11,565, 479

2

A Violent Prosecutor

Feb. 3, 2016

Korea

9,707,581

3

Captain America: Civil War

4

The Age of Shadows

5

Tunnel

6

Operation Chromite

Apr. 27, 2016

USA

8 ,677,249

Sep. 7, 2016

Korea

7, 5 0 0 , 4 2 0

Aug. 10, 2016

Korea

7,12 0 , 5 0 8

Jul. 27, 2016

Korea

7, 0 4 9 , 6 4 3

7

Luck-key

Oct. 13, 2016

Korea

6,975,290

8

The Wailing

May 12, 2016

Korea

6,879,908

9

The Last Princess

Aug. 3, 2016

Korea

5,599,229

Oct. 26, 2016

USA

5, 4 4 6,239

11 Master

Dec. 21, 2016

Korea

4 ,935,273

12 Zootopia
Fantastic Beasts and
13
Where to Find Them
14 Pandora

Feb. 17, 2016

USA

4,706,158

Nov. 16, 2016

USA·UK

4 , 6 62,74 9

Dec. 7, 2016

Korea

4,313,556

Jun. 1, 2016

Korea

4,287,839

10 Doctor Strange

15 The Handmaiden

A Violent Prosecutor

disappointing returns of their earlier
efforts Running Man (2013), Slow
Video (2014) and Intimate Enemies
(2015), The Wailing soared way above
expectations, pulling in a stellar 6.88
million admissions. The film was also
an enormous critical hit, earning
rave reviews from its Cannes Film
Festival premiere, where it bowed as a
midnight screening. 20th Century Fox
is currently shooting its fifth Korean

Captain America: Civil War

production, the period piece The Proxy
Soldiers with LEE Jung-jae and YEO
Jin-gu.
On the other hand, Warner Brothers
were immediately successful out of the
gate with their first ever production The
Age of Shadows . Director KIM’s return
to Korean film after his Hollywood
debut The Last Stand (2013), the film
debuted at the Venice International
Film Festival before hitting screens

www.koreanfilm.or.kr 9

The Wailing

in Korea just ahead of the Chuseok
(Korean Thanksgiving Day) holiday.
Featuring proven star SONG Kangho and GONG Yoo, fresh off the
success of Train to Busan, the film was
also a major commercial and critical
hit, finding its way past 7.5 million
spectators and scoring recognition
as Korea’s submission to this year’s
Academy Awards.
Warner Brothers will release their
second Korean title A Single Rider,
featuring LEE Byung-hun and KONG
Hyo-jin, on Korean screens at the end
of February, while the currently filming
North Korean action film V.I.P. from
PARK Hoon-jung will be released later
in the year.
Beyond 20th Century Fox and Warner
Brothers, many are curious to see how
online giant Netflix will fare in the
market. They will release BONG Joonho’s multi-lingual title Okja in summer
2017, though it is unclear what sort of
theatrical release it may receive.

Casting Trends
Studios took few gambles with casting
in 2016, as most tentpoles were built
around established stars, while one
title, the Korean War film Operation
Chromite, even brought in the global

10 KOREAN CINEMA TODAY

The Last Princess

star Liam Neeson to add to its box office
potential.
Just as he was in 2015, last year’s
biggest box office draw was once again
HWANG Jung-min, who featured
in four hits that landed on the 2nd,
7th, 14th and 15th spots on the year’s
best selling Korean films list. Highest
among them was A Violent Prosecutor ,
while he featured in the cast of NA
Hong-jin’s The Wailing and KIM Sungsoo’s Asura: The City of Madness .
While it was released at the end of the
previous year, mountaineering drama
The Himalayas pulled in enough new
viewers in early 2016 to land on the list.
Other major stars in 2016 included
GANG Dong-won, who followed up his
2015 hit The Priests with both A Violent
Prosecutor and Master. Meanwhile,
outside of thrillers, his fantasy drama
Vanishing Time: A Boy Who Returned
fared less well. GONG Yoo had an
incredible few months when Train
to Busan became the year’s biggest
film after being released in July and
KIM Jee-woon’s The Age of Shadows
struck gold again less than two months
later. LEE Byung-hun also deserves a
mention, as the director’s cut of Inside
Men drew almost two million viewers
early in the year and he closed the year

The Age of Shadows

with the smash Master. He was also a
supporting star in The Age of Shadows.
Save for SON Ye-jin’s role in the
Colonial Era drama The Last Princess
and KIM Hye-soo’s dramedy vehicle
Familyhood, there were once again
few strong roles for women among the
year’s blockbusters, with most female
characters in blockbusters being
relegated to supporting roles alongside
their top-billed male counterparts.

Trending Themes at the Box Office
Another area that saw little change
from the previous year were the genres
and themes that drew in big crowds.
The most common blockbuster trends
of the year were films set during the
Japanese Occupation Era as well as
thrillers with major corruption themes.
The former drew some of the industry’s
biggest directors into the fray such
as PARK Chan-wook, who bowed
his Fingersmith adaptation The
Handmaiden at the Cannes Film
Festival and secured his second best
ever performance in Korea when
the film drew 4.29 million viewers,
melodrama expert HUR Jin-ho tackling
his biggest project The Last Princess,
which also became his biggest box office
title with 5.6 million viewers, and KIM

Jee-woon who also set a new careerhigh with The Age of Shadows ’ 7.5
million admissions total.
The period setting also proved to be a
massive boon for independent titles as
LEE Joon-ik’s first ever low-budget film
Dongju: The Portrait of a Poet managed
to top one million admissions, while the
crowd-funded comfort women drama
Spirits’ Homecoming became the most
successful narrative independent film of
all time with 3.59 million admissions.
Playing off sentiments of
disenfranchisement held by many
citizens, thrillers with gross corruption
themes remained a strong draw in
theaters. Inside Men built on its stellar
2015 run when its director’s cut drew
almost two million viewers early in
the year, and was quickly followed
by prosecutor scandal hit A Violent
Prosecutor , which dominated the Lunar
New Year period with over 9.1 million
entries. Also in the mix were KIM
Sung-soo’s dark thriller Asura: The
City of Madness , about a corrupt mayor
tearing a city apart, which welcomed
2.59 million spectators, and the end of
year smash pyramid scheme thriller
Master, which had welcomed 4.94
million viewers by year’s end, when it
was still on top of the chart.
Genres that saw a resurgence in
popularity in 2016 included disaster
thrillers, with no less than three titles
each finding wide audiences. These
included YEON Sang-ho’s zombie
thriller Train to Busan, which topped
the year with 11.57 million viewers,
KIM Seong-hun’s rescue drama Tunnel,
which excavated 7.12 million spectators
in late summer, and PARK Jung-woo’s
nuclear disaster film Pandora, which
drew 4.31 million viewers at the end of
the year.
Towards the end of the year, viewers

also flocked to comedies, as Luck-Key
scored an unexpected 6.98 million
viewers in October, while the family
comedy My Annoying Brother was
a solid performer with 2.98 million
viewers a month later. Another
successful comedy title was the KIM
Hye-soo vehicle Familyhood, which
drew 2.11 million viewers in early
summer.
Beyond these groups, audiences were
also taken by a couple of other special
genres titles, such as the Korean War
epic Operation Chromite (7.05 million
viewers) and the horror-thriller The
Wailing (6.88 million viewers). Beyond
these however, more standard fare
along the romance, thriller and drama
lines found little favor with spectators
throughout the year.

Major Distributors
Though it only delivered a handful
of titles in 2016, the most impressive
distributor was local provider Showbox,
which commanded the 2nd, 5th
and 7th positions on the overall top
ten chart with their hits A Violent
Prosecutor, Tunnel and Luck-Key. CJ
Entertainment, which always delivers
the most content, had a softer than
usual year with nothing in the top five,
but nevertheless landed on the 6th
(Operation Chromite ), 11th (Master ),
15th (The Handmaiden ), 16th (Kung
Fu Panda 3 ) and 20th (My Annoying
Brother ) spots on the list.
Next Entertainment World (NEW)
landed on the 1st (Train to Busan )
and 14th (Pandora ) positions, while
Lotte Entertainment held 9th with the
domestic hit The Last Princess and
19th with Hollywood import Now You
See Me 2. The smaller outfit WAW
Pictures scored a spot at 17th with
their indie hit Spirits’ Homecoming.

Much as it was elsewhere in the
world, Disney was the top Hollywood
distributor operating in Korea
throughout the year. Their Captain
America: Civil War was the top import
of the year at 3rd with 8.68 million
admissions. A fellow Marvel title,
Doctor Strange, was the only other
foreign film in the top ten with 5.45
million viewers. Disney also landed on
the 12th position with their animation
Zootopia which drew 4.71 million
spectators.
Both Warner Brothers and 20th
Century Fox landed a local film in
the top ten while they also had one
Hollywood title a piece in the 11-20
range. The Age of Shadows came in at
4th while Fantastic Beasts and Where
to Find Them was at 13th with 4.66
million admissions for Warner Brothers
and The Wailing was the 8th largest
title of the year with Deadpool at 18th
with 3.32 million viewers for Fox.

Year ahead
2017 begins with a stand off
between two major thrillers from CJ
Entertainment and NEW, the North
Korean action title Confidential
Assignment and the corruption film
The King .
Throughout the rest of the year, North
Korea-themed films look to be making
a comeback as the industry’s go-to
blockbuster material, while big-budget
offerings such as RYOO Seung-wan’s
Colonial Era escape drama Battleship
Island and the first part of KIM Yonghwa’s fantasy epic Along with the
Gods will face off with more political
works, such as JANG Hun’s Gwangju
Democratization Movement drama
Taxi Driver and PARK In-jae’s election
drama Special Citizen . 
by Pierce Conran
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Among the most important trends of Korean films in recent years is the crime movie that reveals
the secret of Korean society. Films criticizing Korean society such as RYOO Seung-wan's Veteran
(2015), WOO Min-ho's Inside Men (2015), YEON Sang-ho's Train to Busan (2016) and PARK Jungwoo's Pandora (2016) have received great responses.
Master (2016) by CHO Ui-seok also falls in the same category. The film was inspired by a famous
true persona, CHO Hee-pal. He stole over USD 3.4 billion from around 50,000 people through a
pyramid scheme fraud and flew abroad. He has been reported dead, but nobody knows for sure. He
is the model of the character that LEE Byung-hun plays in Master.
CHO made his film debut at the age of 25 in 2002 with Make It Big and has made four films in total,
including The World of Silence (2006) and Cold Eyes (2013). In his work there is always a police
officer who runs after a criminal and resolves the case. Most likely, KIM Jae-myung (GANG Dongwon) and Chairman JIN of Master are the most powerful cop and shooter among his films.
12 KOREAN CINEMA TODAY

Why do you always make police films?

I guess it has a lot to do with my childhood,
growing up watching American TV shows like
Starsky and Hutch. I was really into the kind
of world where good guys are rewarded and bad
guys are punished. Somebody is always chasing
somebody, and they all do so with great ability.
I was attracted to this very simple yet powerful
narrative structure. In fact, I don't think I can
handle any other genre. I hope the audience will
say “He always makes police films, but a little
differently.” If I could, I would like to be a great
film craftsman like Johnnie TO. (laughs) Cold
Eyes depicted the police surveillance team, and
Master follows the intelligence crime scene. The
police film genre has a wide scope. There are so
many different subject matters you can deal with,
for example, there can be a bad cop, and even a
criminal could catch a cop, why not! (laughs)
There was a gap of seven years between The World of
Silence and Cold Eyes , which showed a great advancement
in terms of filmmaking. So what did this gap mean to you?

When I was making my first film, I wasn’t afraid
of anything. However, The World of Silence was
not the kind of movie that you make when you are
young. It was too safe and sophisticated, if you
like, which led to failure. I thought hard on what I
could do well while looking through different ideas.
It was then that LEE Eugene, CEO of ZIP Cinema,
called me to ask for a Korean adaptation of ISAKA
Kotaro's novel Golden Slumber, and she said it
would be done in one single day. (laughs) In 2010,
NAKAMURA Yoshihiro directed the film, which
was to be remade in Korea.
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CHO Ui-seok on the set of Master

So did you get it done in one day?

Yes, in one single day! (laughs) It was only possible
because I so badly wanted to make a film. If you
think about it now, it was maybe meant to be a test
for me. However, the production of Golden Slumber
kept being delayed. Then they asked me if there
was a film that I wanted to make. I suggested a
remake of Eye in the Sky by YAU Nai Hoi, which
was turned into Cold Eyes . I think I really learned
something in terms of filmmaking when I was
making this film, adapting and shooting the film.
What initiated Master ?

I make a note whenever I come across an
interesting news story, and ask myself, could it be
true? Wouldn't there be anything hidden behind all
this? CHO Hee-pal's story definitely got me asking
such questions, and that's how it all began. The
film company asked me what I wanted to do next. I
said I had two ideas. One was a hard-boiled police
movie, and the other was a fraudster story. Then
I pulled out the story of CHO Hee-pal. He flew
abroad after taking USD 3.4 billion and died, but
I did not believe he was dead. Then they became
very interested, and we decided on Master.

In fact, I don't think I can handle any other
genre. I hope the audience will say he always
makes police films, but a little differently

investigated by the intelligence crimes unit. Then
I wanted to make a perfect police officer to put in
this role. Behind the fraudster, there has to be a
massive and corrupt power. Korean cinema has
introduced great detectives with a strong sense of
justice, including KANG Cheol-jung (SUL Kyunggu) in Public Enemy (2002) and SEO Do-cheol
(HWANG Jung-min) in Veteran. However, it seems
there has not been a detective that confronts the
evil within an intelligence operation, as opposed to
action. I had to give it a try.
There is a kind of cliche in the action of the crime movie
genre in Korean cinema. A knife is often used, and there
is always a scene of bloodshed. However, there is no such

How did you develop the story?

action in Master.

CHO Hee-pal is definitely in the center, but it
had to be a police story. As I studied the case, I
learned that a major fraudster like CHO would be

It was meant to be a PG movie. There were cruel
scenes too but they were later modified with
computer graphics. I don't really want to push
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cruelty to the extreme. It doesn’t seem like the
kind of thing I can do. I think it is more important
to follow the story and characters rather than
going for cruel and bloody action. I invited some
of my friends to the premiere, and one of my
friends' wives said, “I appreciate that there was
no uncomfortably cruel scene.” It was then that I
realized I was meant to be a PG movie director.
(laughs)

little boring, but I had to explain the characters
and set the story in motion. Investigations resume
after the escape, and KIM and JIN are reintroduced as they move to the Philippines. The
tone of the movie also changes at that point. The
first half aims to show the feeling of ‘reality of
Korea’. And the second half is a kind of fantasy. It
is also where the energy accumulated in the first
half finally explodes.

Korean society is changing rapidly today. All the unjustice

The roles of the three actors are very clearly divided. LEE

that used to be hidden deep in Korean society is now

Byung-hun of JIN takes the center of the film. KIM Woo-

being revealed. The reality is so shocking that a fiction

bin's PARK seems to be acting very freely. But GANG Dong-

like Master is not as 'exciting' as reality, if you know what

won's cop seems to be rather repressed, sometimes too

I mean.

much.

When I planned for Master three years ago,
I added all the characters that represent the
corruption of Korean society such as CHO Heepal, big company presidents, religious leaders,
politicians and so on. LEE Byung-hun also wanted
to give the impression of “the evil of the evil”
through the character JIN. The axes of the movie
were simple. The biggest axis was the police, KIM
Jae-Myung. His goal is simple: “I’m a police officer.
So I will go get the bad guy.” Then the villain
called JIN is caught, and PARK Jang-gun (KIM
Woo-bin), who is kind of the in-between, makes
a redemptive change. However, by the time the
movie was to be released, Korean society changed
so much. In Master , Kim Jae-myung says, “There
has to be at least one crazy person to change the
world.” When I was writing the scenario, I was
really hoping for such a person. But now, over a
million people march on the streets every week.
(laughs).
The story itself is that of an epic. The running time is

rather long as well.

At first, I was wondering whether we should make
it into a two part work. Before and after JIN's
escape. In fact, the movie is very much divided
into two parts with that event. Before he absconds
the film is full of realistic events. It might be a

However, that is why GANG chose this film in
the first place. In his previous film, A Violent
Prosecutor (2016), GANG played a light and
shallow persona like KIM Woo-bin does in this
film. He wanted something different this time,
and then he got hold of this scenario. GANG is
a character hunter, you know. (laughs) He has
never played the same kind of character twice. He
always wanted to play a cop, but they all looked the
same. Then he met Kim of Master , who was clearly
different. He must have felt that, “This cop seems
different, and I want to represent him like this,
if I was to play this character.” It was not an easy
challenge. I asked him to repress his emotion and
deliver quick dialogue. It must have been a very
hard job.
The action sequence set in the slum area is very
impressive.

Actually I wanted to shoot it on the road using
a flying camera. But the producer said it would
be too obvious. He asked me why we would come
overseas when we can shoot the same thing in
Korea as well. So that is how the climax car chase
scene was made. It wasn’t easy. We had to get
permission from all the residents and the cost went
up. I was just hoping it wouldn't rain. (laughs)
by KIM Hyung-seok | photographed by BAEK Jong-heon
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FESTIVAL

From the Classic
to the Latest

Korean Films to Meet in Berlin

This year various Korean films have been
invited to the Berlin International Film
Festival. Hong Sang-soo, one of the most
renowned Korean auteurs, visits Berlinale
with his new film On the Beach at Night

Alone for a third time, and JANG Woo-jin, the
new talent of Korean independent cinema
is invited for Autumn, Autumn. But there
are old ones, too. Two Korean masterpieces
digitally restored, An Aimless Bullet (1961)
and The Last Witness (1980), are screened
in Berlin this year. And you can meet one
documentary that depicts a special journey
of a little boy.
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HONG Sang-soo of
ON THE BEACH AT NIGHT ALONE
in Competition

ⒸBerlinale

He Never Stops
Let us look back one more time. HONG Sang-soo made his film debut with The Day a Pig Fell into a Well
(1996), which won the Tiger Prize at the International Film Festival Rotterdam. The Power of Kangwon
Province (1998), his second film, was invited to Un Certain Regard at the Cannes Film Festival. Woman
is the Future of Man (2004), Tale of Cinema (2005) and In Another Country (2012) were then invited to
competition at Cannes.
Hahaha (2010) won the Grand Prix from Un Certain Regard at Cannes, and Right Now, Wrong Then (2015)
received the grand prize in competition at the Locarno International Film Festival, while Yourself and Yours
(2016) won the best director prize from the San Sebastian International Film Festival. His latest film On the
Beach at Night Alone has made it to competition in Berlinale once again, following Night and Day (2008) and
Nobody's Daughter Haewon (2013).
This doesn’t even account for everything but of course counting trophies from film festivals may not be the
best way to describe a film director. There are many great directors who have not won prizes. However, I
had to illustrate this list of awards so I can show you how he has been making films on a regular basis and
how they have all maintained a consistent quality that has made the whole world pay attention to him this
whole time. HONG never stops and he is already working on a new film. So we can't take our eyes off of
him either.
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In 1996, HONG Sang-soo Emerges
HONG Sang-soo emerged in the film industry
in 1996, completely out of the blue. 1996 was a
memorable year for Korean cinema, as it is also
when KIM Ki-duk made his film debut with
Crocodile . Though it took quite a while for KIM to
be recognized as a great cineaste, it was a different
story with HONG. His film debut The Day a Pig
Fell into a Well sent waves through the Korean
film industry as soon as it was released. It was not
necessarily a major box office hit, but it earned
passionate support from film experts and fans due
to its deep aesthetic merits.
Later on, some people compared HONG's The
Day a Pig Fell into a Well with Journey to Italy
by Roberto Rossellini, saying that HONG's film
did to Korean Cinema what Rossellini's work
did to Italian Cinema, which mirrors the kind of
innovative effect that HONG's film had on Korean
cinema back then.
The stunning feature of HONG's work was first
of all in its form. Traditional drama structures
were absent in his work, and his characters never
showed their true selves. His work refused to
divulge a theme, so to speak. If you boil it down to
its essentials, the film merely shows a few men and
women living their own lives, and coming across
each other’s paths every so often.
However, the kind of heavy impact that the film
delivered is hard to express in words. It is the kind
of impact that makes you look at life again, leading
us to look inwards and search for the essential
truth in our lives in such a powerful way that we
unearth feelings of shame and fear.
The impact was even more powerful in his second
film The Power of Kangwon Province by means
of the ‘rhyming couplet.’ His third work Virgin
Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors (2000) achieves
it by means of the ‘un-realized possibility’. As the
form of his work became stronger, it also began to
strip off the cliches of life and common sense. At
the same time, the atmosphere therein began to
change little by little.
Then came his particular vein of humor in On the
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Occasion of Remembering the Turning Gate (2002),
which grew into one of the most important features
of his cannon. Then came Tale of Cinema , which is
said to be one of the peaks of his style, where he had
the courage to look at the issue of death which later
on became an important theme in his work.
At the same time, HONG kept on experimenting
to loosen the form which he once so persistently
pursued. Woman on the Beach (2006) is a good
example. This film is not strict in terms of form; what
really stands out is the atmosphere itself that seeps
in here and there. HONG keeps plying his trade and
at the same time changes it slowly and little by little,
trying out one new thing at a time.

Becoming simpler and richer
Later there came a big change to his cinematic
world. When he had completed preproduction and
was about to shoot Night and Day, the production
company suddenly pulled out. He soon found another
production company and completed the movie, but at
that time HONG made a new change.
Until then, HONG was just the director, and his

On The Beach at Night Alone

Right Now, Wrong Then

Night and Day

Woman on the Beach

films were produced within the mainstream film
system. However from then on, HONG became
his own producer as well, making his films in an
independent system with Jeonwonsa Film, his
own movie company. It was also when he switched
to digital shooting, working as a community and
minimizing his budgets.
What is surprising is that then his works became
even more prolific. Rather than making a film in
two years, he started to make films in a year and a
half or even two films a year, all of which were seen
as masterpieces. He made Hahaha with a simple
treatment, and Oki's Movie (2010) was made from a
simple memo, where he would shoot day by day with
the script that he wrote in the morning.
Random coincidence was his method of filmmaking
right from the start, and this, as the central
element of his work, strengthened over time. As his
characters would often say, HONG began making
films out of curiosity, out of something he didn’t
know, and in doing so, he became very happy and
fulfilled, taking it in stride as his destiny.
For example, let's take an episode on 'not knowing'
and ‘coincidence’. When he was shooting The
Day He Arrives (2011), YU Jun-sang, the leading
actor, would ask HONG how many days the film’s
narrative encompassed, and HONG would reply,

Yourself and Yours

“How should I know?” The last scene of Right
Now, Wrong Then was originally something else
entirely. However, it began snowing when they
were having lunch on the shooting day, and HONG
added snow to the last scene on the spot.
HONG is a very rare cineaste in film history who
makes his films based on a lack of knowledge
and series of coincidences, with each new work
considered a masterpiece. It may have something to
do with his style of filmmaking whereby he shares
a strong bond with his actors. This particular facet
of his collaboration with his actors has become
more and more powerful, as you can see with In
Another Country with Isabelle Huppert, the famed
French actress, Hill of Freedom (2014) with the
Japanese actor KASE Ryo, and Right Now, Wrong
Then with Korean actors JUNG Jae-young and
KIM Min-hee.
Recently, HONG's work has become simpler yet
at the same time richer. Of course I recognize
the paradox between the two expressions: simple
and rich. However, if you see his latest film On
the Beach at Night Alone , you will be able to
understand what I mean. HONG never stops. He
leads us to the unknown world, which is becoming
simpler and richer at the same time.
by JEONG Han-seok | photographed by SON Hong-joo
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JANG Woo-jin of
AUTUMN, AUTUMN
in Forum

Making Films, Like Taking a Trip
JANG Woo-jin, who is invited to this year’s Berlin
International Film Festival Forum section with
his second feature, Autumn, Autumn , is currently
considered one of the foremost independent
filmmakers.
After shifting his profession from fine arts to film,
he began his career with his short A Day (2011),
then went on to direct his first feature, A Fresh
Start (2014) which won the Grand Prize in the
Korean Competition of the Jeonju International Film
Festival. This film, which was also invited to the
Locarno International Film Festival’s Filmmakers of
the Present section, deals with drifting youth and
their hopes and dreams.
Autumn, Autumn won the Vision-Director’s Award
at the 2016 Busan International Film Festival, from
the Korean Cinema Today-Vision section. This
tale of a couple heading to the famous Korean
tourist site Chuncheon keeps as far away as it
can from dramatic elements to focus on formal
experimentation.
The landscapes in this film, which recall the
aesthetics of HONG Sang-soo or JIA Zhangke, are
the director’s inquiries on cinematic elements such
as space and time, as well as the roots of his deep
contemplation.
He recently started the film company ‘Bomnae
Films’ with his best friend and fellow filmmaker
KIM Dae-hwan, who won the New Currents Award
at the 2014 Busan International Film Festival, and
was invited to the 2015 Berlin International Film
Festival’s Forum section with his feature End of
Winter.
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You always have the motif of ‘travelling’ in your films.

I believe the idea of ‘moving’ resembles the nature of
film as a medium. You never know what will happen
on a trip even if you’ve planned everything, and you
come always across new things. I think filmmaking is
like that. Besides, I like to wander around. (laughs)

in real space and using natural lighting, I was able to
focus more on the ‘cinematic moment’. I didn’t obsess
over technical aspects in Autumn, Autumn . Instead I
felt a sense of freedom. It was a good experience.
The long-take scene of the middle-aged couple in the diner is
impressive.

How did you come up with the idea for Autumn, Autumn ?

Chuncheon is my hometown. I moved to Seoul because
of my work, and the film started with an incident I
experienced on a train returning to Chuncheon three
years ago. At that time, I sat with a middle-aged
couple and happened to overhear their conversation.
The film was inspired by this experience, and I
thought of a structure where certain incidents with
time discrepancies occur in the same space. Like
a decal. I wanted this discrepancy itself to become
the key to the film, and I wanted the audience to
experience it as well.
Your intention to minimize the dramatic structure really
stands out.

I went for a conventional three act dramatic structure
in A Fresh Start . Although from time to time
there were impromptu decisions I made in terms of
directing the film, I never really stepped away from
the story that I initially envisioned. That’s why I
summoned up more courage with Autumn, Autumn .
I came up with a 20-page treatment from just a few
stray thoughts. I also cast amateur actors whom I
took time observing as if they were subjects in a
documentary instead of demanding any specific act
from them. I think this process was more important
to me than the filmmaking. That explains why
certain elements based in reality are interwined with
fiction.

Instead of giving them lines, I had lengthy
conversations with the two actors about their lives
which I incorporated into their dialogue. At the
beginning of the shoot, the two actors struggled with
this method. But after two or three takes, they forgot
about the camera. It was a small one, and I think this
was possible because it was a small crew of just three
including myself.
Is there a reason why you rarely use any close-ups?

Personally I wanted to see the cinematic situation in
an objective way. I wanted to maintain a sufficient
distance that was neither too close nor too far
from the subject. I wanted to capture the feeling of
something that turns out not to be a big deal once
it passes. I guess I wanted to keep an emotional
distance as much as I could as a director.
What was the main reason for you to shift gears to film after
studying fine arts?

When I was majoring in fine arts at university, I had
the opportunity to experience a film shoot. On the set,
I saw actors struggling to mechanically perform their
roles. I guess the strong objection I felt was because
it was a time when I was deeply moved by the works
of filmmakers such as Eric Rohmer, the Dardenne
brothers, HONG Sang-soo and JIA Zhangke. This
influence naturally pulled me towards directing films.
How did you meet filmmaker KIM Dae-hwan with whom you

In addition to directing the film, you also performed on the

started Bomnae Films?

cinematography, sound recording and editing all by yourself.

We’ve been friends since middle school. We met at the
same video rental shop, recommending films to each
other. He studied fine arts and we went to the same
school. We still get along well, recommending films to
each other. (laughs)

What kind of an experience was this?

It made me trust my intuition more. The larger the
number of crew members on set, the harder it gets to
follow your intuition and make changes when it kicks
in. Using the least number of crew members, shooting

by KIM Hyung-seok | photographed by OH Kye-ohk
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BECOMING WHO I WAS
directed by
MOON Chang-yong and JEON Jin

A Boy’s Journey to Enlightenment
Generation
Kplus

Most of us spend our entire lives trying to discover who we
are, but for one young boy in the Himalayas, who is born as the
reincarnated spirit of an ancient Tibetan monk, his journey is
to discover who he was.
From director MOON Chang-yong and JEON Jin, Becoming
Who I Was debuted at the DMZ International Documentary
Film Festival before joining the Wide Angle lineup of the Busan
International Film Festival. In a small village near the Tibetan
border, Padma Angdu is born as a rinpoche and then takes
on the responsibility to unlock his former self, a high Tibetan
monk who lived 1,500 years ago, when he is just six years old.
A monk of modest means agrees to become his teacher and
together they embark on a difficult path with meager means
and against a harsh climate when the child is cast out of his
monastery and wrested from his disciples.
Of course his path towards enlightenment is bound to be a
long one and along the way he also needs to discover or remind
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himself of what it is to be a boy. Whether playing a crude
game of baseball with an empty plastic container in lieu of
a bat, guffawing with friends by a warm fire or indulging in
a quick temper tantrum, he is, despite the responsibilities
hoisted on his young shoulders, a rosy-cheeked boy who has
barely begun to taste life for himself, let alone inhabit the
aura of a bygone spiritual leader.
An hour into the film, which has up until then invited
us to discover the harsh path of a rinpoche’s journey,
especially against the bare rocks and chilly winds of the
Himalayas, the young boy and his guardian go on a journey
to discover his former self, traveling to bustling crowds and
colorful streets of Northern India as they start their trip in
Varanasi.
Even at this young age the youth quickly demonstrates
a maturity beyond his years not to mention the fruits of
his learning as he skillfully and calmly haggles down the
price of hotel room in a foreign language. In the face of a
life of hardships, born on the wrong side of the Tibetan
border, thwarted from his path by his own monastery, and
subsisting on cheap instant noodles in a ramshackle abode,
young Angdu has been forced to grow faster than most,
even if his physical stature keeps him below his peers. On
his first and final journey with his companion, the young
boy comes face to face with questions he had never known
to ask as he explores life and its many meanings.
by Pierce Conran

LEE Doo-yong of
THE LAST WITNESS
in Forum

I Exist, because Cinema Exists
LEE Doo-yong is among the names that you are bound to come across when you are dealing with Korean
genre films. He has worked in almost every genre, and made some of the best works of the 1970s and 80s
in Korean cinema when the environment couldn't have been any worse. He made his film debut in 1970 and
always remained at the forefront of the film industry. He introduced kicking movements in action films based on
Taekwondo moves, something that had hardly been attempted at the time.
He became familiar with foreign film projects as early as in the 1970s, and was the first Korean director
to work in Hollywood. In the early 1980s he was the first Korean director to be invited to the Cannes and
Venice international film festivals. In the 1990s he was a film producer and director and also ran a theater,
and he worked to promote a collaborative project between South and North Korea. Now he will introduce his
masterpiece The Last Witness (1980) in Berlinale. KoBiz has invited him for an interview to hear about his life
and films.
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The Last Witness

What was your first strong impression of a film?

When I was a little kid they would play films every weekend
at the public park. There was this silent film narrator, and I
found him even more fascinating than the films themselves.
He would sit right next to the projector and speak the
dialogues as well as make special effect sounds. I was
watching the narrator rather than the film itself. For me, a
film was something curious and exciting.
When did you first join a film crew?

I liked art when I was in high school, and I became close to
my art teacher. He drew film posters for theaters, and I was
on an errand for him one day to visit a film company, and that
was when I actually saw a film set for the first time. Then one
of the staff asked me if I was interested in making films, and
that is how I became a scripter. It was in the late 1950s.
When did you start making a living with it?

That was after I got discharged from the army. I worked
as an assistant director for 4-5 years on several different
films. I worked with JUNG So-young the most, who brought
the melodrama trend to Korean cinema with Love Me Once
Again (1968). Later I made my film debut in 1970 with The
Lost Wedding Veil . It was easy to choose the melodrama
genre because it was very trendy back then.
You did quite well with your early melodramas but what made you
famous was the action genre, especially the Taekwondo action films

Hollywood, martial art titles by Hong Kong, sword action
films by Japan and so on. Then what could we do? That is
how I came up with the Taekwondo style. I ran a big audition
to recruit new actors as opposed to established ones, and
selected 50 or so actors. Then I made Manchurian Tiger (1974).
What was the audience response like back then?

It was amazing. Back then domestic films were produced
by local film distributors, and they would come see us with
money even before shooting started. Distribution rights were
sold for USD 20,000-30,000 to South East Asian countries,
which was a lot for Korean films back then.
Disarmament (1975), an action film, was exported to America which
was a rare case back then.

When we were shooting Visitors in America (1976) in the
States, I got acquainted with some local filmmakers. At that
time Hollywood was trying to find a replacement for Bruce
LEE who had just passed away in 1973. They were trying to
find a director to make these kinds of action films as well,
and they saw Disarmament . That is how I got introduced to
Hollywood.
You were among the pioneers for Korean cinema traveling abroad.

I thought it was imperative. Of course it was really hard and
we had so many problems, mostly due to financial issues.
But I kept on making Visitors in America , and KOSUGI Sho
became an action star through ninja films.

which you pioneered.

I was interested in the action genre the whole time. The
problem was that big-budget action films were dominated by
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The second half of your film career began with The Early Years
(1977). Before The Early Years your films were either emotional or

spectacular, but starting with The Early Years , you became more
focused on story and theme.

That film was based on a successful stage drama. It was the first
film that I tried to put a meaningful message into. It was critical
of society by means of shamanism which was very interesting,
but it was very tiring to make. It became more successful than
my expectation, so I kept making films like this.

tacky from today's point of view, but the car action scene in
the film was at the forefront of Korean cinema at that time.
Mulberry (1986) also became a great success. Then in 1986 I
established a film production company called Dooseong Films
and produced Eunuch as its first film. It was made on quite a
big budget, as I wasn’t afraid to lose every penny I had. Since
it dealt with rebels in the court it suffered from censorship,
but it achieved a good box office score.

From The Early Years through to Muldori Village (1979), The Hut (1981)
and Spinning the Tales of Cruelty towards Women (1984) to Eunuch
(1986), what were the kind of sentiments that you were trying to
present?

I wanted to represent the sentiment of “Han,” the repressed
sentiments that women go through as they suffer at the hands
of men in a patriarchal society.
The Last Witness is your representative work, but you had to suffer a
lot with it due to censorship.

I always wanted to make a film about the Korean War,
but without being engaged in the war film style. Then I
discovered this novel by KIM Sung-jong. I worked very hard
during the shooting, travelling over the whole nation for
10 months. However, more than 30 minutes were removed
due to censorship. It was the first time that I ever seriously
considered quitting making films.
You made The Hut despite that suffering. This film introduced you to

Silent Assassin the Dark (1988) is the first film to be directed by a
Korean director upon Hollywood's request.

When I went to the States with Visitors in America I became
acquainted with some people in Hollywood, and was asked by
a TV station to make a show. One thing led to another and
finally I came on board Silent Assassin the Dark . I wanted to
experience what is known as the Hollywood system. However
we had some conflict in terms of action sequences and the
outcome was a kind of hybrid action with Taekwondo, sword
and guns all combined.
You also ran a theater in the 1990s, while directing films as well.

I made a film production company but I always suffered from
theater problems. So that's why I jumped into the theater
business. It went pretty well, until Korea was hit hard by the
relief loan crisis from the International Monetary Fund in
the late 1990s, when we had to close the business, both the
theater and film production business.

the world stage as well.

I was not even aware that it was sent to the festival. It turns
out that the producer did it secretly. So I had to hurry to
Venice, and I was very impressed to discover the world of
cineastes for the first time. I even received the I.S.D.A.P
award. Later I was invited to the Un Certain Regard section
of the Cannes Film Festival with Spinning the Tales of
Cruelty towards Women . These two films became a great
turning point for me, because I could finally see where my
films existed within the global cinema world. I guess I made
a great leap as a film director in the four years between The
Last Witness and Spinning the Tales of Cruelty towards
Women .
Later you became a major commercial film director that represented
Korean cinema in the mid 1980s.

I think it began with Imbecile (1985). It may look a little

Arirang (2003) was your 60th film.

By making Arirang I wanted to kind of restore Arirang (1926)
by NA Wun-kyu, a Korean film legend. I made it a black and
white silent film, and screened it in North Korea as well.
What kind of film would you like to make in the future?

I want to make a film on the conflict between South and
North Korea. I already have a scenario ready. If I can, I want
to make several films about it.
Your film career now spans over 50 years. How do you feel about it?

It is like love and hate at the same time…. All I can do is
make films, and I had to prove myself through films. And I
feel like I need to summarize my life through films, whatever
that means.
by KIM Hyung-seok | photographed by CHOI Sung-youl
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Digitally Restored Versions of
AN AIMLESS BULLET and THE LAST WITNESS
in Forum

Surviving the Years and Oblivion
Two Korean masterpieces restored by the Korean Film Archive (KOFA), An Aimless Bullet
(YU Hyun-mok, 1961) and The Last Witness (LEE Doo-yong, 1980) have both been invited
to this year’s Berlin International Film Festival.

The Epitome of Realism, An Aimless Bullet
From the master of Korean cinematic realism, An
Aimless Bullet is one of the most famous Korean
classics that has unwaveringly held on to its rank as
the No. 1 Korean masterpiece in various polls of the
best Korean films of all time.
This film tells the tragic story of a family as it evolves
around two brothers, Chul-ho (KIM Jin-gyu), a poor
certified public accountant who has to take care
of his large family despite all his hardships, and
Young-ho (CHOI Moo-ryong) who dreams of making
it big by robbing a bank when he cannot find a job
after being discharged from the army. This film has
been acclaimed as an excellent example of Korean
cinematic realism through its explicit and critical
depiction of Korea’s reality at the time when the film
was made.
An Aimless Bullet deals with a Korean society
devastated by Korean War. Filmmaker YU Hyunmok explores the confused and depressed state of the
time by covering the social conditions of economic
poverty, women driven to the streets in the place of
incompetent men, and frustrated disabled veterans
who turn to the one big scheme of a lifetime in the
hopes of making it big.
Despite this fame, the only existing An Aimless
Bullet print was in very poor condition. The negatives
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had disappeared with only the recopied print from
the English subtitled print screened at the 1963 San
Francisco Film Festival remaining. But even this
print was in bad condition. In addition to dust and
scratches, the images constantly jerked with flashing
lights mixed in. Stains continued to appear, while
half of the images in certain scenes were chopped off.
And to make matters worse, the English subtitles had
to be taken off.
Since KOFA began its digital restoration program
in 2007, An Aimless Bullet was always suggested
for restoration. But technical difficulties kept any
attempts from being made until it finally underwent
restoration in 2014, taking two years to be completed.
The restoration team proudly comments on their
technical accomplishments regarding An Aimless
Bullet , whereby the large English subtitles have been
eliminated to the point that the audience won’t notice
them on the screen. In this instance, it was impossible
to take off the subtitles through the well-known
digital restoration technology, and it was achieved by
applying VFX digital compositing technology.

The Cruel History of Korea, The Last Witness
The Last Witness is considered the most unfortunate
film in the history of Korean cinema. This film
which originally had a running time of 154 minutes

Before and after of digital
restoration of
The Last Witness (up) and
An Aimless Bullet (down)

was subject to censorship under the military regime
in addition to the production company’s arbitrary
decision to cut out 50 minutes in order to extend the
number of screenings. Introduced in its incomplete
state, this film eventually disappeared without a
chance to receive any proper assessment.
It was finally in 2003 that this forgotten film was
resurrected as it was revealed that the uncut original
version was preserved at the Korean Film Archive.
Then in 2003, the film was reintroduced in its 154
min version to unanimous praise from a younger
generation of filmmakers.
The Last Witness is a candid expose of a bleak 20year timeline as it follows an investigation of a murder
case. The tension-packed conventions of the detective
genre combined with the road movie approach to the
underdog character who has suffered so much after
the Korean War create a slow but powerful piece.
Despite its long running time, filmmaker LEE Doo-

yong’s driven camerawork and direction leave no time
to feel boredom.
The Last Witness is the first film to be restored
through the 4K Digital Restoration Program
conducted by the Paju Preservation Center which
KOFA opened in May 2016. Fortunately, the original
negative print of The Last Witness was preserved at
the archive. Nevertheless, it was in unsatisfactory
condition, covered in dust and scratches, along with
tape marks where the print was connected and
fixed. In addition, there were several badly torn
frames, while irregular discoloration caused unstable
brightness.
However, the digitally restored The Last Witness
has been revived in high-resolution and it is hard to
believe that it was made 37 years ago. The color tone
was supervised by the filmmaker himself to recreate
the bleak, grey-tone mood.
by CHO So-youn (sycho@koreafilm.or.kr) | photographes from KOFA
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INTERVIEW

KIM Jae-min,
Executive Vice President of
Contents Panda
A Man who Sells Korean Films to the Entire World
Despite having been on the scene for only a few years, Contents Panda, the distribution
wing of Korean film studio Next Entertainment World (NEW), has become one of the major
players in the industry and is making waves around the globe. KoBiz sat down with Contents
Panda’s Executive Vice President KIM Jae-min to talk about handling the most successful
Korean film of all time overseas last year and the future of global Korean film distribution.
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As we’d like to introduce both you and Contents Panda to our
readers, could you tell us a little about the career path that led you
to NEW and Contents Panda?

Starting in 2002, I worked at Cinema Service, where I
handled domestic distribution. After that I moved on to a
new company in 2008, and following that I was one of the
establishing partners of NEW, where I handled distribution
and contents business from 2010. In 2013 we established
Contents Panda in order to focus on the contents business
as well as international distribution.
As a relatively new player in the entertainment industry in
Korea, what differentiates NEW and Contents Panda from your
competitors?

NEW has a horizontal communication structure which
leads to a fast decision-making process compared to other
companies. We are also very flexible in our decision-making
which allows us to choose the best option as we try to find
a solution. Similar to NEW, at Contents Panda we adapted
the same work culture which gives us a similar process
when it comes to decision-making.

experiment and measure our stance and audience reaction
in a global platform. Ultimately, it will allow us to deliver
higher quality titles. Just to be able to show our titles in 190
countries around the world to over 80 million viewers is a
great opportunity for us.
Beyond the locally made films that you represent, will Contents
Panda be overseeing the international business of other projects?
Perhaps hailing from NEW’s partnership with Huace?

Beyond the titles made directly within NEW, we are working
on two projects right now. First is Train to Busan (2016),
which was recently sold to the French production house
Gaumont in a remake deal and since it will be in English
we’re not only looking at European territories but a wider
potential audience, which would include America. Secondly,
in China we have some ongoing projects for which we are
currently developing the scenarios, including a remake of
The Beauty Inside (2015) and an adaptation of the webtoon
The Witch.
Concerning the Gaumont remake of Train to Busan , exactly what kind
of a role will your company play?

Given your recent sale of Pandora (2016) to Netflix, do you
think global online streaming companies represent an effective

We are functioning as a licensor on the project. Compared to
previous similar contracts we will be more actively involved.

opportunity to introduce Korean films to new viewers around the
world?

Are you also working on a remake of The Phone (2015)?

I think this has been a great opportunity, not to mention
adventure for us, as it allows us to measure our titles up
against other films on Netlfix. It’s a good way for us to

Yes, this is another project on the horizon but is a little
further down the development pipeline.
Many firms have been affected by the recent slowdown of KoreanChinese activity. Is this a situation you are able to work around or do
you need to wait for it to change?

Many people in the industry, not just us, are wondering
about what the reasons or solutions might be to the current
situation. At the moment, we’re hopeful that it’s a temporary
situation that will resolve itself.
Within your existing library, can we expect foreign language versions
of NEW films beyond China?

Train to Busan

First of all, also in China, we previously worked on the
Blind (2011) remake called The Witness and in India we
remade Montage (2013). Now we’re trying to find appropriate
titles for various territories depending on their cultural
circumstances and taste.
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If we want to target the US, we shouldn’t
only aim to feature Korean directors and
actors. We can use a Korean style of
storytelling, but we could do so with an
international crew

Concerning the previous titles we weren’t an international
distributor as Contents Panda had yet to be established
by then, so we acted solely as a licensor but through that
experience we came to learn about the remake business. The
first case for use of a more hands-on remake will be Train to
Busan with Gaumont.
What upcoming titles do you expect to generate the most interest
from foreign buyers?

Among many other titles, there are three that I think will
stand out for international buyers. The first is Ak-nyeo (The
Villainess - WT ). It’s a female action film starring KIM Okvin of Thirst (2009). Think of Charlize Theron’s Imperator
Furiosa in Mad Max: Fury Road . The director is JUNG
Byung-gil of Confession of Murder (2012). Since he is very
action-driven, you’ll be able to see lots of new and stylish
action sequences.
Second is The Mimic , which is the second film by Hide and
Seek (2013) director HUH Jung. There’s this old legend
in Korea about a tiger spirit who attracts its victims by
mimicking the sound of their loved ones. It’s a new style of
horror based on hearing that is very genre-driven.
The third one is Gang-cheol-bi (Steel Rain - WT ). The film is
base on the webcomic Steel Rain by director YANG Woo-suk,
which has attracted attention by its bold story that foresaw
KIM Jong-il’s death, the late leader of North Korea. The most
remarkable things of this scenario are its dynamic plot and
realism whereby this story can happen in Korea in the near
future. So we decided to work with director YANG once again
after The Attorney (2013), because we thought he is the best
director to film the original story. He is expected to portray
an audacious and unconventional plot which is about ‘South
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Pandora

Blind

Korea just before a change of government and North Korea
where a coup takes place’, and it might be true in Korea in
the near future.
There seems to be a resurgence of North Korea-themed films this
year. Would you say this is a new trend for the Korean market?

Films depict the common interests of the public. No one is
pushing to make a trend, it’s just a representation of the
current thoughts in society. For example, yesterday I saw on
the news that films based on true stories are a new trend but
as this is normally the case, this label seems like nothing
more than a construction by the media.
Among the various film markets that Contents Panda attends on the
annual calendar, which ones generate the most positive outcomes?

Cannes Film Market is the most special one for us because of
the success of Train to Busan. However, while we sold Train
to Busan in Cannes, we also sold Pandora in the American
Film Market, so every market is special of course. The
European Film Market, Cannes, the American Film Market,
the Asian Film Market and the HK International Film and
TV Market are the ones we attend every year but if we see
an opportunity to attend other markets, we look forward to
those as well. Since we also do acquisitions and sales, there
could also be opportunities for us elsewhere.

The Mimic

How about other, less-explored regions for Korean films such
as South America? Recently a few films from there have been
remade in Korea, such as All About My Wife (2012) and Casa Amor:
Exclusive for Ladies (2015).

Beyond the ones you’ve mentioned there are other remakes
underway. I’m personally very interested in the South
American market and look forward to doing more business
there. Aside from remakes, Train to Busan recently opened
in the region, in markets such as Chile, Peru and further
north in Mexico. The film achieved rankings in the third
to fifth range in those markets so we see great potential in
the region.
If we look at Pantelion Films, a sub-division of Lionsgate,
they have been remaking films for Latin America and
beyond, so we are taking notice of that model. They made
the Mexican film Instructions Not Included , which made
over USD 40 million in both Mexico and the US, and is now
being remade in France. Another example is the Canadian
comedy Starbucks , which was remade as Delivery Man in
the US and also has versions in France and India.
At what point did you realize you had something special on your
hands with Train to Busan , and how did you strategize to maximize
its impact in the global marketplace?

I believe our best strategy was our time management.

For instance, for the domestic distribution we chose the busy
moviegoing season in late summer but we also wanted to go
to Cannes to show the film’s high quality, especially as we
realized the film, being a new genre, might be a little difficult
to promote at first back home. In order to do this we prepared
all the materials for the film, including the necessary
translations, four months ahead of the film’s release and we
physically brought the DCP to Paris to show the film to the
festival. Luckily we secured the midnight screening section
and at that point we really started to promote the film. After
its release in July, we held back the film’s IPTV debut as we
were aiming for international releases in other territories.
After our screenings at Cannes, we immediately received
many strong reviews and a lot of interest, with several people
dropping by our booth in the market. Because of the foreign
release plan, our department cooperated closely with the
contents business team in order to prevent an illegal leak of
the film.
Train to Busan has performed well around the world, but its US results,
though strong, were among the few not to break records. Have you
thought about how to crack that market?

Up until now we’ve believed that there was a limit to the
box office results a Korean film could achieve in America.
But after seeing the success of Train to Busan we see a new
opportunity. If we want to target the US, we shouldn’t only
aim to feature Korean directors and actors. We can use
a Korean style of storytelling, but we could do so with an
international crew. If you look at the American box office
there are limits for certain kinds of films, such as Indian
films or Korean ones, and we shouldn’t only aim for Korean
residents in America. For Train to Busan , people didn’t watch
it because it was a Korean film, they did so because it was a
new type of zombie film.
On a personal note, may I ask what are some of your favorite Korean
films?

For Korean films, my favorite would have to be Miracle in Cell
No. 7 (2013) as it’s the one that made me cry the most and it
is never boring even after watching it multiple times. No one
expected it to go over ten million viewers and it’s the biggest
film we’ve distributed. No matter how many times I see I still
find it touching.
by Pierce Conran | photographs from NEW
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UPCOMING FILMS

The Most Anticipated
Korean Films
in the First Half of 2017

Confidential Assignment
2017 | 125 MIN | Action
DIRECTOR KIM Sung-hoon
CAST Hyun Bin, YOO Hai-jin, KIM Joo-hyuk, LIM Yoon-a
RELEASE DATE January 18, 2017 CONTACT CJ Entertainment
Tel +82 2 371 8147 Fax +82 2 371 6340 Email filmsales@cj.net

North Korea looks to be a major theme for Korean films in
2017 and kicking off what may well be the new blockbuster
trend in the country will be Confidential Assignment, CJ
Entertainment’s major release for the Lunar New Year
holiday.
When a high quality counterfeit dollar hits the market and
a North Korean official connected to the scam goes on the
run, the North Korean government exceptionally reaches out
to the South for help, though without sharing all the details.
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Meanwhile, while the South agrees to help they have their
own agenda. North Korean agent LIM Cheol-ryeong (Hyun
Bin) goes to Seoul to team up with South Korean detective
GANG Jin-tae (YOO Hai-jin).
Leading the show is superstar Hyun Bin, one of the most
well-known faces in Korea. His last film role was in 2014’s
Joseon Era action-drama The Fatal Encounter. Co-star YOO
Hai-jin is back on the big screen after last year’s comedy hit
Luck-Key. Also on top of the bill is KIM Joo-hyuk, who had
a busy 2016 that saw him star in Like for Likes , The Truth
Beneath and Yourself and Yours .
Blockbuster producer JK Film, responsible for the 10 million
viewer events Haeundae (2009) and Ode to My Father (2014),
returns with their latest high profile offering, hoping this
time to conquer the Lunar New Year holiday.
by Pierce Conran

The King
2017 | 134 min | Political drama, Action
DIRECTOR HAN Jae-rim
CAST CHO In-sung, JUNG Woo-sung, BAE Sung-woo, RYU Jun-yeol
RELEASE DATE January 18, 2017 CONTACT Contents Panda/NEW
Tel +82 2 3490 9372 Fax +82 2 515 1055 Email sales@its-new.co.kr

Born in a poor family, Tae-su (CHO In-sung) learns that
power is the most important thing in life and decides to
become a prosecutor, the biggest symbol of power in the
1990s. After entering the most prestigious law school
and experiencing democratic resistance in Korea, Taesu finally reaches his goal of becoming a prosecutor
but his life is no better than that of a salary man. By
chance, he joins a clique of powerful prosecutors with
wealth and authority. He finally gets a taste of life at
the top of the hierarchy, but as he enjoys the sweetness
of supremacy, he also sees the cruel side of it.
After delivering the smash hit Joseon Era drama
The Face Reader (2013), director HAN Jae-rim looks
to strike box office gold again with The King , which
appears to follow in the footsteps of a series of recent hit
thrillers with corruption themes pertaining to modern
Korean society.
Joining the director are JUNG Woo-sung, who was last
seen on screen in KIM Sung-soo’s dark thriller Asura:
The City of Madness , and actor CHO In-sung, whose
last film role was all the way back in 2008, when he led
YOO Ha’s A Frozen Flower. Character actor BAE Sungwoo and rising star RYU Jun-yeol fill out the cast.
by KIM Hyung-seok

The Prison
2017 | 125 MIN | Crime, Action
DIRECTOR NA Hyun CAST HAN Suk-kyu, KIM Rae-won
RELEASE DATE March, 2017 CONTACT Showbox
Tel 82 2 3218 5640 Fax 82 2 3444 6688 Email sales@showbox.co.kr

Following last year’s A Violent Prosecutor, Showbox is
gearing up for another jail-set thriller with The Prison ,
which features HAN Suk-kyu and KIM Rae-won.
Yu-gon (KIM Rae-won) is a troubled former police inspector
and after becoming involved in a hit-and-run accident,
he finds himself sent to prison. Once inside, he discovers
that the joint is essentially run by Ik-ho (HAN Suk-kyu),
an inmate running a secret crime syndicate with the help
of the warden and the prison guards, which provides his
organization with the perfect alibi. Before long, Yu-gon
becomes an integral part of Ik-ho’s crime operation.
Filmmaker NA Hyun handles the director’s reigns for
the first time on The Prison , following a lengthy career
as a successful screenwriter in major Korean films. Some
of the films he has written include Mokpo, Gangster’s
Paradise (2004), May 18 (2007), Heartbreak Library
(2008), Leafie, a Hen into the Wild (2011) and My Way
(2011). He has also worked with director YIM Soon-rye
as a writer on her films Forever the Moment (2008) and
South Bound (2013).
Late 1990s star HAN Suk-kyu’s recent credits include
The Berlin File (2013), My Paparotti (2013) and The
Royal Tailor (2014). Meanwhile, KIM Rae-won was last
seen in cinemas in YOO Ha’s gangster epic Gangnam
Blues (2015).
by Pierce Conran
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A Special Lady
2017 | TBD | Action Noir
DIRECTOR LEE An-gyu CAST KIM Hye-soo, LEE Sun-kyun, LEE Hui-joon, CHOI Moo-sung
RELEASE DATE 2017 CONTACT M-Line Distribution
Tel +82 2 796 2427 Fax +82 2 796 2429 Email sales@mline-distribution.com

Korean star KIM Hye-soo gets another chance to flaunt her charisma as a
gang boss in the upcoming film A Special Lady following her role in Coin
Locker Girl (2015).
Hyun-jung (KIM Hye-soo), who was once a prostitute, has risen in the
underworld to become the number two of a gang and she helps to shape it
into a serious enterprise. Sang-hoon, a protege of hers, has also risen to
become the gang’s top assassin. But he bears ill will against Hyun-jung
as he feels that he is forced to carry out all the dirty work of the gang.
Meanwhile, Dae-sik, a top prosecutor, finds himself caught in a trap set by
Hyun-jung and is now coerced into helping the gang’s business dealings.
Things come to a head for Hyun-jung when the men who bear grudges
against her discover her sole weakness, the existence of her secret son,
whom she gave birth to while in prison.
Co-starring as her enemies are LEE Sun-kyun, who scored a hit with the
2014 thriller A Hard Day, as well as LEE Hui-joon, who featured in A Melody
to Remember last year, and CHOI Moo-sung of Fourth Place (2016). Director
LEE An-gyu tackled the director’s reigns for the first time.
by Pierce Conran

Lucid Dream
2017 | 101 MIN | Fantasy Thriller
DIRECTOR KIM Joon-sung CAST KO Soo, SUL Kyung-gu, PARK Yoo-chun, GANG Hye-jung
RELEASE DATE February 22, 2017 CONTACT Contents Panda/NEW
Tel +82 2 3490 9372 Fax +82 2 515 1055 Email sales@its-new.co.kr

Dae-ho (KO Soo) is in agony as his only son has been kidnapped at a
theme park. He gives up his career as a journalist in search of his son
but to no avail. So-hyun (GANG Hye-jung), Dae-ho's psychiatrist and
friend, suggests trying to lucid dream, a new psychiatric healing method.
The process involves having a patient fall asleep with the awareness that
he or she is dreaming, thus enabling them to recall lost memories to treat
traumatic experiences. Instead of using this method as a treatment, Daeho decides to use lucid dreams to search for his son.
This film is a thriller which deals with the rare subject of lucid dreaming.
It is the debut feature of KIM Joon-sung, who is recognized for the genreoriented insight and execution he displayed in his short films.
The Front Line (2011) actor KO Soo leads the cast here and is joined
by veteran star SUL Kyung-gu of the Public Enemy series. Both
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actors will be seen in other films this year, with
KO appearing in The Tooth and the Nail and SUL
headlining new films by WON Shin-yun and BYUN
Sung-hyun. Joining them is former K-pop star PARK
Yoo-chun, who made a strong impression in 2014’s
thriller Haemoo .
by KIM Hyung-seok

House of the Disappeared
2017 | TBD | Thriller, Mystery
DIRECTOR LIM Dae-woong
CAST KIM Yun-jin, OK Taec-yeon, JO Jae-yun
RELEASE DATE 2017 CONTACT Finecut
Tel +82 2 569 8777 Fax +82 2 569 6662 Email cineinfo@finecut.co.kr

25 years after her imprisonment for murdering her son
and husband, Mi-hee (KIM Yun-jin) returns to the house
that keeps its history. Priest CHOI (OK Taec-yeon), the
only person to trust Mi-hee, asks for the truth, but she
repeats that “they killed my husband and kidnapped my
son.” After doing some research, Priest CHOI unearths
other missing persons cases which also occurred at Mihee’s house.
In her desperate efforts to search for her son, Mi-hee
begins to unveil traces of inexplicable beings, and Priest
CHOI perceives an unfathomable danger drawing nearer
as she gets closer to the truth. On the night of Priest
CHOI’s order to evacuate, Mi-hee realizes that there’s
someone else in the house, just like there was 25 years
ago.
House of the Diappeared marks the return of director
LIM Dae-woong, who debuted back in 2006 with the
horror film To Sir, with Love . He participated in the
2012 omnibus Horror Stories , before hopping over to
China to direct the mystery-thriller The Guest in 2015.
KIM Yun-jin, known to global audiences through the
hit ABC show Lost , was last seen in the melodrama
blockbuster Ode to My Father , which became the second
most successful Korean film of all time in 2014.
by KIM Hyung-seok

A Single Rider
2017 | 96 MIN | Drama
DIRECTOR LEE Zoo-young
CAST LEE Byung-hun, KONG Hyo-jin, AHN So-hee
RELEASE DATE February 23, 2017 CONTACT M-Line Distribution
Tel +82 2 796 2427 Fax +82 2 796 2429 Email sales@mline-distribution.com

Just a few months after making a successful entry into
the Korean marketplace with KIM Jee-woon’s critically
acclaimed spy action-thriller The Age of Shadows (2016),
US major Warner Bros. heads back to Korean screens in
February with their second local language production A
Single Rider. Though a smaller budget project with a new
director, the film features stars LEE Byung-hun, fresh
from Inside Men (2015), Master (2016) and a supporting
appearance in The Age of Shadows , and KONG Hyo-jin,
last seen in Missing (2016), in the lead and was shot on
location in Australia. In the director’s chair is LEE Zooyoung, helming her first feature film. LEE is a graduate
of the Korea National University of Arts.
Jae-hoon (LEE Byung-hun) is a talented fund manager
but when his company goes bankrupt, he is suddenly on
the brink of losing everything. Facing his own despair,
he goes on a spontaneous trip to Australia, where his
wife Soo-jin (KONG Hyo-jin) lives with their son Jinwoo for his education. As he arrives he witnesses their
happy life and soon begins to feel pangs of jealousy
when he witnesses the relationship between his wife and
her next-door Australian neighbor Kris. He watches on
from a distance, looking for signs of an affair. Also in
Australia is a Korean student who is visiting the country
for a working holiday.
by Pierce Conran
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The Tooth and the Nail
2017 | TBD | Thriller
DIRECTOR KIM Hwi, JUNG Sik
CAST KO soo, KIM Joo-hyuk, IM Hwa-yeong
RELEASE DATE 2017 CONTACT M-Line Distribution
Tel +82 2 796 2427 Fax +82 2 796 2429
Email sales@mline-distribution.com

A fierce and desperate love story during the liberation
period of Korea. After Korea’s liberation from Japanese
Occupation, people live in a time of chaos. Seok-jin
(KO soo), a magician working in a club, one day meets
the mysterious woman Ha-yeon (IM Hwa-yeong), who
asks for his help. Having nowhere to go, Ha-yeon starts
working as an assistant in Seok-jin’s show and soon they
get engaged.
However Ha-yeon always seems to hide something from her
fiancee and Seok-jin finds copper plates to make counterfeit
money hidden in her baggage. Seok-jin barely discovers
what Ha-yeon will do with them before she is found dead
and the plates disappear. Behind the sorrow are all the
questions left behind for Seok-jin and now he decides to give
his life to find the truth behind his lover’s death.
The Tooth and the Nail , which is based on crime novelist
Bill S. Balinger’s 1955 novel of the same name, comes
from the directing duo KIM Hwi and JUNG sik. KIM
previously helmed The Neighbors (2012), while JUNG
was one of two directors on the 2007 horror film Epitaph .
The Front Line (2011) star KO Soo co-stars with KIM
Joo-hyuk, recently seen in HONG Sang-soo’s Yourself
and Yours (2016).
by KIM Hyung-seok

New Trial
2017 |119 MIN | Drama
DIRECTOR KIM Tae-yun
CAST JUNG Woo, KANG Ha-neul
RELEASE DATE February 16, 2017 CONTACT Opus Pictures
Tel +82 2 3443 8842 Fax +82 2 3443 4298 Email: hana@upictures.co.kr

Following the controversial low-budget drama Another
Family (2014), director KIM Tae-yun returns with the
legal thriller New Trial . Joining him in the courtroom
are popular faces JUNG Woo and KANG Ha-neul, as
well veteran supporting actress KIM Hae-sook.
One day, a 40-year-old taxi driver is found dead in
the small town Iksan. Hyun-woo (KANG Ha-neul) is
a witness to the crime but finds himself sentenced to
ten years in jail, taking the wrap for a crime he didn’t
commit. Following his release, Hyun-woo opts to lead a
quiet life. At the same time, Joon-young (JUNG Woo) is
a trial lawyer who has just lost a major class action suit.
Due to his significant debt, he chooses to find a stable
position with a law firm. At his new job he takes part in
pro bono law services offered by the firm and then meets
Hyun-woo.
JUNG Woo, who has been active since the very start
of the millennium on the big screen, last appeared in
the smash hit mountaineering drama The Himalayas
(2015). KANG Ha-neul is one of the top new stars of
the industry, having appeared in last year’s Like for
Likes and Dongju; The Portrait of a Poet . Both actors
also performed together in musical biopic C’est si bon
(2015).
by Pierce Conran
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Fabricated City
2017 | TBD | Action, Thriller
DIRECTOR PARK Kwang-hyun
CAST JI Chang-wook, SHIM Eun-kyoung, AHN Jae-hong, OH Jeong-se
RELEASE DATE February, 2017 CONTACT CJ Entertainment
Tel +82 2 371 8147 Fax +82 2 371 6340 Email filmsales@cj.net

11 years after the smash hit Korean War comedy
Welcome to Dongmakgol , director PARK Kwang-hyun
finally returns to the big screen with his sophomore film
Fabricated City.
The story follows an unemployed youth who goes on the
run and attempts to clear his name when he is framed
for murder. Kwon-yoo (JI Chang-wook) is a king in
the world of Internet gaming but he has to bring those
skills to the real world when he finds himself in a
serious situation he can’t control. Along with the help of
his gaming friends, the hacker ‘Yeo-wool’ (SHIM Eunkyoung), the special effects specialist ‘Demolition’ (AHN
Jae-hong), the architect ‘Beauty of Emptiness’ and the
repairman ‘Yongdosa’, he seeks to unmask the identity of
his mysterious assailant.
Leading the cast is young actor JI Chang-wook. Though
well known as a TV drama star, he has had limited
exposure in films, appearing in a handful of small roles
in productions such as Death Bell 2: Bloody Camp (2010).
Joining him as his hacking compatriots are the more
seasoned big screen talents SHIM Eun-kyoung and AHN
Jae-hong. SHIM is no stranger to hits, having led the
cast of Sunny (2011) and Miss Granny (2014), while AHN
exploded after featuring in the surprise hit indie sports
comedy The King of Jokgu (2014).
by Pierce Conran

Bluebeard
2017 | TBD | Thriller, Mystery
DIRECTOR LEE Soo-yeon
CAST CHO Jin-woong, KIM Dae-myeong, SHIN Koo
RELEASE DATE March, 2017 CONTACT Lotte Entertainment
Tel +82 2 3470 3540 Fax +82 2 3470 3549 Email international@lotte.net

Doctor Seung-hoon (CHO Jin-woong) is sedating his
landlord before a medical check-up when suddenly the
old man begins confessing to a murder. Sometime later,
a young woman’s severed head is discovered at a butcher
shop run by his landlord’s son, and Seung-hoon begins
to suspect that the landlord and his son are the serial
killers.
This film marks the long-awaited comeback of director
LEE Soo-yeon who introduced a particular cinematic
approach in her 2003 film The Uninvited , a horror title
starring PARK Shin-yang and Gianna JUN. Since then
she has participated in several omnibus films. People
are also looking forward to another superb performance
from CHO Jin-woong, known for successfully reinventing
himself through his film characters. A longtime
supporting actor, CHO achieved leading man status
with the Cannes-invited thriller A Hard Day (2014)
and went back to the Croisette last year, this time in
competition as part of the cast for PARK Chan-wook’s
The Handmaiden .
Co-starring alongside him are veteran actor SHIN Koo,
a recognizable face across film and TV in Korea, as well
KIM Dae-myung, whose hit supporting credits include
Pandora and The Last Princess last year.
by KIM Hyung-seok
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SPECIAL

The World
as Seen through
Women’s Eyes

Gr e a t Y e a r s f or K o r e a n W o m e n F ilmm a k e r s
It’s been rather difficult for Korean women filmmakers in both the
independent and mainstream film scene the past few years. However
2015 and 2016 have marked a period when women filmmakers have
been displaying a strong presence regardless of genre and personal
style. Some are veterans with a number of films in their track records,
while others are newcomers who have just made their feature debuts.
Here we introduce seven women filmmakers who have excelled in
genres from romantic drama to thrillers, and across the mainstream
cinema and independent realms.
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Tales of Women
Unable to Settle Down
in the World
E.oni, Director of MISSING
Missing (2016), Love Exposure (2007), …ing (2003)

Missing is the first work in almost nine years from E.oni,
who last directed Love Exposure in 2007. Since her critically
acclaimed debut feature …ing , which she directed in her midtwenties, E.oni has constantly been introducing women’s stories
on the silver screen.
Missing tells the story of two women, Ji-sun (UHM Ji-won) and
Han-mae (KONG Hyo-jin). Ji-sun is a divorced single mother
facing social prejudices. Joseon-jok (Korean-Chinese) Han-mae
is forced to deal with physical violence after she is literally
bought by an old bachelor farmer through a foreign bride
matchmaking service. Their social status, class and conditions
may be totally different, but for both of them their realities
are dreadfully unfair. Any women living in a male-dominated
society can become like Ji-sun or Han-mae.
E.oni had to deal with a number of prejudices against women as
she was making Missing and each time she says she felt like she
was just like her characters.
The film is based on an original story. How did you get to direct Missing ?

The screenplay was written as a graduation piece by HONG
Eun-mi who studied in the Film, TV & Multimedia program
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of the Korea National University of Arts. Filmmaker LEE
Chang-dong was her adviser. The film production company
Dice Film bought the rights which they then developed for the
next two years until they asked me to direct it. Looking back I
think there were two reasons why they made this proposition.
One is that it’s a woman’s story, they wanted a female director
to direct it, and secondly, they liked my first feature film, …
ing and they wanted another film like it. 13 to 14 years have
passed since I made that film, and if I were asked to make
that film all over again, I’m sure a totally different one would
come out. But since they expected a sensibility similar to …
ing this big gap that existed between the production company
and myself made the process of making Missing difficult.

I wasn’t prepared when the cast became fixed so quickly.
KONG Hyo-jin was someone I always wanted to work with.
At the time, she was recovering from a big car accident and
needed time away from work, but because she wanted the
role of Han-mae so much, she immediately got back to me. In
UHM Ji-won’s case, I realized how beautiful she was after
watching the film Foxy Festival (2010). Right after she read
the script, she told me through her manager that she wanted
the part straight away. It’s a case where the main cast didn’t
waste any time calculating and weighing the pros and cons of
working on this film.
The lullaby Han-mae sings creates a strange mood. I heard you were
involved in writing the lyrics. How did you pick this song?

What was your first impression of Missing when you read the script?

It was clearly a really good script, but it personally didn’t set
in on an emotional level. Perhaps it’s because I never had a
child. I went back to the first draft to find out the writer’s
focus was mainly on maternal instincts. It all started from a
personal experience when she left her child with a babysitter
to go to the movies. She couldn’t finish the film after being
overwhelmed by the fear, ‘What if the babysitter disappeared
with my child?’ and had to rush home. And from the 1st draft
to the 5th, every version ended with the biological mother’s
maternal instincts kicking in. However, I didn’t want to end
up celebrating the idea of maternal instincts by making Jisun’s utterly skewed maternal instincts undergo self-reflection
after she gets to know Han-mae who has an incredible amount
of maternal instincts. And I didn’t want to make Han-mae
look like one of the typical melodramatic characters you often
found in the so-called ‘hostess films’ of the 1980s.
It seems that the reception of Missing is quite different
depending on the age, gender, marital and parental status of
viewers. I am an actively working married woman without
children, and I wanted to take a step back to tell this story
in a more genre-oriented manner. Like the film’s subtitle,
‘Vanished Woman ’, this is a woman’s story. It seems it is fairly
successful for those who identified with the story. But on a
personal level, there’s an aspect of regret as I don’t think I’ve
provided enough strong points as a genre film. If it had done
better at the box office, I had hoped to make a director’s cut
version. It’s a pity.
As a film focusing on two women, casting them must have been a
significant issue. How were you able to cast UHM Ji-won and KONG
Hyo-jin?
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There were a number of lyrics to this song. Depending which
it was, it could be called ‘Autumn Night’ or ‘Briar Rose’. It’s a
song familiar to the older generation. I learned that the song
was banned after the composer defected to North Korea. I
think someone who moved to China may have sung this song
in Chinese. I wrote the lyrics imagining that Han-mae used
this song she was familiar with but had no idea of its South
Korean origins as a lullaby.
Does this have anything to do with Han-mae’s cultural identity?

There are quite a few third generation ‘Joseon-jok’ who do
not reside in the Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture
and thus cannot speak Korean at all. Han-mae is Chinese
but with Korean blood running in her. Like it is mentioned
in the film, she was bought at an expensive price through the
foreign bride matchmaking service exactly because of her
Korean heritage. In China, the Joseon-jok are not considered
Chinese, but they don’t have a place in Korea either. Based on
this premise, I wanted to show that Han-mae doesn’t belong
anywhere. Meanwhile, Ji-sun is a member of Korean society,
yet she’s someone who cannot settle down in the reality
surrounding her.
Various issues of misogyny and gender inequality have been
permeating Korea recently. Do you think this kind of social mood had
any impact on the theatrical release of the film?

When I completed Missing in November, I realized everything
had changed around me. What I’ve experienced on film sets
isn’t just my problem. Due to conflicting opinions with the
production company, it took me almost 13 months to edit
the film, but there was clearly one thing I learned during
the process. Which is that I could fight for my views a bit

Missing

…ing

Love Exposure

better? In general, the moment female characters become the
protagonists, you’re faced with extreme limitations. It’s not
just difficulties in financing the project. From the creator’s
point-of-view, there has to be a specific intention that goes
beyond simple entertainment, and thus a larger amount of
effort needs to be put in. But as a result, you hear comments
like, “It’s a problem because the director is a woman”.
Thankfully I was able to make Missing because I am a
woman. But this kind of opportunity doesn’t often come your
way. I’m grateful I was able to get a chance to direct in a
climate that hasn’t given me many chances because I am a
woman. People often use the term, ‘woman filmmaker’ in
general, but eventually we should have an environment that
doesn’t need to use this kind of categorization, even though I’m
not so sure it’ll be possible.
The reality of Korean cinema hasn’t been so lenient towards women,

that from this viewpoint, what matters with Missing is seeing
the ‘importance’ of it instead of defining it as either good or bad.
Have you decided what you’re going to work on next?

It’s highly possible that it’ll be a comedy with two male leads.
People are surprised by this though. (laughs) It’s no anything
intentional, but I’ve continued to tell women’s stories. Basically,
I don’t see myself as an artist. I love commercial films, and I
have a broad range in taste. But because I’m not extremely
commercial in nature, I always end up contemplating what
kind of film I can make as I struggle between what I strive for
and what the public wants. In some way, I think I’ve gained
confidence while making Missing . Anyway, I believe you need
a lot of directing experience in order to get better and show
that you’ve gotten better.
If there is a particular prejudice against female filmmakers that you

yet a number of films made by female filmmakers have been

would like to change, what would that be?

theatrically released in 2016.

Change…. I wonder if it’s even possible. I don’t think it’s an
isolated problem that just pertains to the film industry. I
don’t know if it’s a matter of genetics or the environment, but
I seem to be facing prejudice all the time. On the other hand,
I do understand where the prejudice comes from, but a malecentric world is a place I can’t possibly enter. It’s possible for
men to be delicate and women to be the opposite. Yet common
prejudices make people see women as more delicate and
therefore incapable of accomplishing bigger tasks. I really hope
that instead of reaching this kind of conclusion, there can be a
space to contemplate objectively and to ask questions.

Missing is often compared to LEE Kyoung-mi’s The Truth
Beneath (2016). Among the positive trend of female directors
making films with female protagonists, those who like The
Truth Beneath are critical about Missing for what they say is
a lack in any attempt to take things further. This is exactly
my dilemma. If I take that risk, would Korean society be able
to accept it? That’s why the public’s response to The Truth
Beneath was important. Through this data, I predicted the
public’s response to Missing and became concerned as well.
How much deeper can we go with women’s stories within the
boundaries of the Korean mainstream film industry? I believe

by AHN Young-yoon | photographed by CHOI Sung-Youl
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Films to Weave
Memories
KIM Hee-jung
Snow Paths (2016), Grape Candy (2012),
The Wonder Years (2007)

Among the most active women
directors today, KIM Hee-jung’s vitality certainly stands out.
She has made three feature films so far, all of which are well
made.
The Wonder Years is a coming of age film about a girl. Soo-ah
is in despair as her father has passed away. Her adolescent pain
and hardship become more intense, and finally she goes to meet a
famous singer, believing that she is her mother. The film depicts
her pain of growing up, going back and forth between fantasy
and reality, not too slow nor too fast. KIM confesses that her old
feelings that she went through when she lost her father came
back to her as she was making this film. KIM says she is good at
“weaving memories and feeling the absence of loved ones.”
Her second feature was Grape Candy, where a woman relives
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by accident her long forgotten memory of her unfortunate high
school days. This film was completed thanks to the Cannes
Residence Program, a scenario support program for directors,
run by the Cannes Film Festival. Grape Candy was warmly
received for expressing “people’s sensitive sentiments deep
inside, and its deep thoughts on life as a
long journey.”
Snow Paths brought her name up one
more time in 2016. This film was invited
to several international film festivals
including the Karlovy Vary International
Film Festival. A man visits an isolated
monastery
to heal his alcohol addiction. He
Snow Paths
gets close to a young lady who is training
to be a nun and holds a secret close to the
chest. She finds it hard to completely engage her whole being to
religion, and the man also finds it hard to escape alcoholism.
This film features the unusual couple of an alcoholic and a
training nun, and KIM comfortably deals with their sensitive
feelings, going back and forth between fantasy and reality,
which is her signature skill, and finally asks the ultimate
question about human existence.
Among the women directors that have emerged since 2000,
KIM is definitely a leader who is building her own filmography.
KIM is all the more precious because she makes films almost
in the same fashion as making an independent film.
by JEONG Han-seok | photographed by BEAK Jong-heon

Cineaste with a
Very Wide Spectrum
ROH Deok
The Exclusive: Beat the Devil's Tattoo (2015),
Very Ordinary Couple (2013)

ROH Deok made her feature debut with Very Ordinary
Couple in 2013, and released The Exclusive: Beat the Devil's
Tattoo in 2015. Among Korean women directors who made
their film debut in mainstream Korean cinema after 2010,
ROH is probably the only one to have made a second work.
Two years may not be a short time for ROH herself, but
compared to other filmmakers, it was quite fast. It probably
means that she is well supported in mainstream Korean
cinema, which is very rare for a woman director.
The main characters of Very Ordinary Couple are a couple
in a company, who have been dating for three years in secret.
However, they break up and become enemies. They send back
each other’s belongings broken, and claim dating expenses
that they each have spent. Their relationship gets even worse,
reaching a point where they yell at each other in the presence
of colleagues. The film shows the kind of things that may
happen and do happen when a couple breaks up.
ROH says “My approach here was not through genre but
through the characters.” Indeed, the depiction of characters
is very clear and vivid. LEE Min-ki and KIM Min-hee (the
actress in The Handmaiden by PARK Chan-wook) show great
performances in the film. Of course ROH’s directing ability
should be considered as well.
ROH says that her directing was “improvised and intuitive,”

The Exclusive: Beat
the

Devil's Tattoo

which is rare for a commercial film director who has to work
under a tight schedule and plan. “When you make a film, you
have to show what you have to show, rather than show what
you have prepared,” says ROH firmly.
ROH’s second feature film was The Exclusive: Beat the
Devil’s Tattoo . A news journalist makes an exclusive report
about a serial killer and becomes a star overnight. But soon
he realizes that his report was based on false information.
To cover himself, he starts to report fake news and ends up
getting caught in the web of lies, and things get out of hand.
ROH says she wanted to make “a dramatic film, a little
distanced from reality” unlike Very Ordinary Couple .
And maybe this is what ensures her strong survival in the
mainstream cinema: the fact that she has made two very
different films one after the other, and therefore ROH’s film
spectrum may be much wider than what she has shown us in
those two films.
by JEONG Han-seok | photographed by OH Kye-ohk
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Discovering Life in
Childhood
YOON Ga-eun
The World of Us (2016)

Sun in The World of Us is an outcast at school, until she meets
Jia during her summer break, who is new to town. They soon
become close and spend a great summer together. However, as
school begins Jia grows somewhat distant. Sun finds out that
Jia has joined the kids who gang up against her. Sun and Jia
hurt each other’s feelings and their friendship finds itself in
peril.
YOON Ga-eun said of her self-reflexive film: “This story has
been on my mind for a long time. I suffered a lot because of
how I became distant from once close friends, and this pain
made me think a lot about relationships. Now that
I am a grown-up, I have learned that this pattern
is repetitive and something we can’t get away from
as long as we have to live in a relationship. We all
share this problem.”
YOON is among the most promising rookies that
Korean cinema discovered in 2016. The World of Us
has been invited to many international film festivals
including Berlinale, the Tokyo Filmex Film Festival
and several children’s film festivals, winning various
awards. It made all the more news as it was presented
by LEE Chang-dong, the grand master of Oasis (2002), Secret
Sunshine (2007) and Poetry (2010). YOON is a graduate of the
Korea National University of Arts, where LEE teaches.
What made the biggest news was her great ability to work
with little children, encouraging them towards a natural
acting style. Of course it is not her first time to direct children:
in Sprout (2013), her short film, she depicted the story of a
little girl going grocery shopping for her grandfather’s death
anniversary, and gained experience working with children.
The real secret or her ability probably has to do with her
production method. She met the children three months prior to
actual production and became friends with them. At the same
time, she led them to their characters naturally by means of
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of Us
The World

role play and random games. She would sometimes bring
along a counselor in case the children had their feelings
hurt while acting.
During the actual production, she would just deliver the
overall situation and shoot the scenes through simple
scripts that were created each morning. Then the children
presented their individual sentiment and characters, which
were wholly absorbed in the film.
YOON is currently working on a teenage girl’s story. We
will soon be able to meet a girl’s story once again made in
YOON’s style.
by JEONG Han-seok | photographed by BEAK Jong-heon

Amazing Variation of
Genre Films
LEE Kyoung-mi
The Truth Beneath (2016), Crush and Blush (2008)
The Truth Bene
ath

LEE Kyoung-mi’s second feature film The Truth Beneath
did not perform as well as expected at the box office.
However some Korean film critics passionately supported
it. At every occasion to discuss the best Korean films of
2016, The Truth Beneath was invariably mentioned, and it
is often acknowledged as the most valuable discovery of the
year.
The reason for this is as follows: first of all, this film has
overcome the cliches of female characters in Korean cinema.
The lead woman in the film is a wife and mother. Her
husband is a politician running for election, and suddenly
their daughter goes missing. He is afraid that it may affect
the election but she is nowhere to be found.
From this point on, the role of the female lead stands out,
against her seemingly ordinary status as a mother and a
wife. She stands up to handle the case like a detective. In
doing so, she becomes a dynamic and colorful person. SON
Ye-jin displays superb acting as she depicts this character.
Some say that The Truth Beneath has added a whole new
feature to Korean genre cinema, showing the dense layers of
thriller and melodrama, based on black comedy, all greatly
blended through LEE’s great directing.
LEE made her feature debut in 2008 with Crush and
Blush , which was also warmly received like The Truth
Beneath . Crush and Blush features a plain and shy girl,
who is a social outcast, and was praised for its unique idea
and storytelling method. She first made her presence in
cinema with her short film Feel Good Story (2004), which
is based on the delicate conflict between two unique women
characters.
LEE is greatly influenced by PARK Chan-wook, who is
a director and producer. PARK was the producer and a
scriptwriter on Crush and Blush , and also a scriptwriter on
The Truth Beneath . LEE was PARK’s scripter for Sympathy

for Lady Vengeance (2005). It would be safe to say that she
learned about making films from PARK.
LEE claims that her best features are her characters and
details. Her works could be a great example to show how
PARK’s work might be re-created by a woman director.
by JEONG Han-seok | photographed by SON Hong-joo
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Remember You

New Star in Melodrama
Lee Yoon-jeong
Remember You (2016)

Lee Yoon-jeong, director of Remember You , majored in film
directing at the Cal Arts graduate school and then entered
the Korean mainstream film industry, to build her career
steadily from the very bottom. After going through the script
departments of My Scary Girl (2006) and The Good, the Bad
and the Weird (2008), she directed a short film.
The title was Remember O Goddess (2010), which she would
later on make again as a feature film. A man goes to a police
station and confesses that he has lost his memory. Then he
reports himself missing because he wants to find himself.
However, despite his efforts, his memory does not return.
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The man then begins to write letters to those who must be
somewhere, remembering him.
Four years after directing Remember O Goddess , LEE
decided to remake the short film into her feature debut.
The content became much richer. Of course, the basic
setting is similar, where you have a man who has lost his
memory. But here she adds more melodramatic elements. A
man lost his memory. He has no memory of the past decade.
His job is a lawyer. But the characters around him are
like total strangers to him. He struggles to get his memory
back and it returns to him little by little. Then he meets
a woman with whom he falls in love. But as he seeks to
remember, more and more is put at stake because of their
relationship.
Leading actors in the Korean melodrama such as KIM Haneul and JUNG Woo-sung decided to join Remember You .
In addition, JUNG gave deep trust to the film's scenario
and director, and eventually became the producer of the
project. LEE’s cinematic ability shown in Remember
O Goddess won over JUNG’s trust.
This is what LEE says of her own film: “Remembering
something is hard work, so I thought remembering
somebody could be an expression of love on its own. The
film begins with the thought that not being remembered
could be painful, and it is from there that I built this love
story. I kept asking myself if loving and remembering
meant the same thing, and if there are certain things that
you should forget so that you can love somebody, which led
me to make this film”
by JEONG Han-seok | photographed by BEAK Jong-heon

Great Start with
Courage and Strength
LEE Hyun-ju
Our Love Story (2016)

Let's take a look at the plot of LEE Hyun-ju's feature debut,
Our Love Story. Yoon-ju is an art major working on her
thesis project. She gets to meet Ji-soo and their relationship
gradually grows into love. Yoon-ju moves into Ji-soo’s
apartment and they begin to live together. But as is with
any other couple, they also come across problems one after
the other. Their future is still unclear. These two girls are
carefree youths and the film delicately shows the beginning
of their love and the process of distress.

Our Love Story

Lesbian love stories are quite rare in Korean movies. LEE
says in her own words: “The love between the two girls had
to be depicted in detail to the extent that it even became
boring, because it is so rare in Korean movies. Things like
how they met, how they became attracted to each other, how
they suffered. This configuration was kind of an adventure
for me.”
LEE, however, had already handled this subject matter in her
short film Ordinary Family (2014) and she dealt with it one
more time in her feature debut, this time with a full focus.
Due to this alone, LEE is already special. She has already
been told that she has the potential to become a brave and
strong woman director.
Of course, if her debut wasn’t as good as it was, she would
not have been noticed or been expected to make progress in
the first place. Our Love Story is full of delicate feelings but
she did not overdo the emotion. Instead, she kneaded calmly
and then made it firm. That is why she deserves to be praised
for expressing a remarkably high density of love that we
experience in our lives.
At first there were twists and turns. It might have been due
to considering the commercial prospects of the film, but at the
early stage, she seriously thought about adding a comic touch
to it. But ultimately the film ended up like it is now and it
was the right choice. Everyone who talks about the virtues
of the film talks about the reality of love and life that the
characters show. The lesbian couple's love story, which was
captured with a universal and serious eye, gained popularity
at several Korean film festivals. It was sold out during every
screening in those festivals. The film is also the Grand Prize
winner of the 2016 Jeonju International Film Festival's
Korean Competition.
“I poured all my love stories and imaginations into Our Love
Story. Next time I want to go for an even more powerful love
story, featuring the kind of love that you can only earn when
you give up everything else,” says LEE.
by JEONG Han-seok | photographed by BAEK Jong-heon
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PEOPLE

HEO
Myeong-hoeng,
Action Choreographer of
Train to Busan and MASTER
Paving a New Path with Each Step
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Which came first in leading you to your career in action
choreography, your interest in films or action?

In Korea, if there have been three major
changes in the field of film production to take
note of since the turn of the century, these
would be the launching of the new concept of
production design, the advancement in computer
graphics, and the establishment of the action
choreographer system.
Ever since Swiri was released in 1999, ‘action’ has
become a significant factor in the commercial
success of Korean films. Starting with JUNG Doohong (Veteran , 2015), a considerable number of
young action choreographers came out after the
mid-2000s. HEO Myeong-hoeng also emerged
from this group of new recruits to become one
of the most popular film professionals in Korean
action films.
He began his stunt work career in 1998 and
subsequently worked his way up to become
a key figure behind most of the heavyweight
action scenes in film after he made his debut as
an action choreographer in The Restless (2006).
His filmography includes The Good, the Bad and

the Weird (2008), Woochi (2009), I Saw the Devil
(2010), Nameless Gangster: Rules of the Time
(2012), New World (2013), No Tears for the Dead
(2014) and Train to Busan (2016).
Recently, he crafted impressive action scenes
in Korean cinema in Asura: The City of Madness
(2016) and Master (2016). The following is his
take on the past and present state of action
choreography in Korean films.

Initially, I wasn’t that interested in films. But when
I had an opportunity to watch them, it was the
action scenes I paid attention to, most of them being
in Hong Kong films. The Korean films I usually
watched were also action films such as IM Kwontaek’s The General’s Son (1990), The Rules of the
Game (1994), Born to Kill (1996) and Beat (1997).
But I never imagined I would actually work in film.
I always thought that things like stunt action were
only done by people with great talent.
So what got you interested?

Although I didn’t go to a sports high school, I’ve
continued my training in Taekwondo since I was a
teenager. When asked about what my future would
be in school, I always wrote down a masculine
occupation like a police detective or PE teacher.
PARK Ji-hoon, who has been working as an actor to
this day, was my best friend in high school. He used
to say he wanted to become an action star and took
lessons at the Seoul Action School run by action
choreographer JUNG Doo-hong. When I was in my
last year of high school, I followed him there just
to see what it was all about. My friend taught me
about stunt action moves, and we choreographed
fights and imitated Jackie Chan moves. It was a
lot of fun. For the first time in my life, I found a
dream that I wanted to turn into a reality.
So was your dream to become an actor?

Not at all. I just had so much fun, and I wanted to
become a stuntman without so much as a second
thought. That was around 1997, and the following
year, PARK Ji-hoon went to college and I was left
behind. So I visited JUNG Doo-hong and told him
I wanted to learn all about stunt acting starting
from the bottom.
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What was your first film?

Scent of a Man (1998) in which I was cast as
a neighborhood bully. I also appeared in the
costume TV drama HONG Gil-dong (1998),
and then became a member of the stunt team
on Swiri in 1999.
Swiri is always mentioned as the birth of modern
stunt action in Korean films. From this point on to
recent times, you seem to have experienced every
significant moment in Korean stunt action. How would
you concisely describe the changes that have occurred?

Until the early 2000s, stunt action was not so
different from what I saw in my teens. I believe
the shift in costume drama stunt action began
with Musa-The Warrior (2001). Korean-style sword
moves were realistically choreographed in the
film. The most important thing was the change
in screenplays. A realistic dimension was applied
to the characters. When you take a look at films
such as Public Enemy (2002), the protagonist
KANG Cheol-jung (SUL Kyung-gu) is a former
boxer. In the past, characters, instead of being
given a specific history, were just lead figures who
happened to be good at fighting. That’s why the
stunts and action they performed were always
the same. However, when you give a history to a
character, it makes it possible to create a specific
action style. Subsequently, occupations such as
secret agents and ex-special agents appeared along
with a major change in stunt action style.

Train to Busan

and The Suspect (2013) are just some examples.
The action in Musa-The Warrior is still quite impressive
when seen today. What is the most memorable thing you
remember when you were working on the set of that film?

In fact, I’d like to work on another film like MusaThe Warrior . The entire stunt team was trained
like true warriors, and we were all filled with so
much determination. I think that’s why that kind
of stunt action came out. But to be honest with you,
I’m not sure I can do it again.
There’s been considerable technical advancement on
action film sets. Wire action mechanisms are being used
on a regular basis as well as computer graphics, while the
camerawork has become very sophisticated. Has this kind

Which film had a strong influence on you?

The Bourne series. You can say that many hand-tohand combat films that came out after this series
were influenced by it. It’s by applying those martial
arts skills that Korean films have evolved their
action scenes as well. The Man from Nowhere (2010)
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of change had any influence on stunt work?

It’s made things easier. However, I still believe it
can’t live up to the quality of practical techniques.
It’s difficult to apply a practical method to a film
but when you take a look at the results, practical
methods are far superior. Of course, the current
trend is to present an action style that combines
computer graphics. One thing I’m concerned about
in regards to this is that movements created
through body techniques are slowly losing their
place, which means that stunt skills will deteriorate
as well. We aren’t at this stage yet, but in the next
ten years, the time will come when dangerous stunt

Master

when you give a history to a
character, it makes it possible to
create a specific action style

action will not be required anymore. I’m actually
afraid that it will become that way.
What’s the difference between a stuntman and an action
choreographer?

They are… totally different fields of work. (laughs)
The first film you participated as an action choreographer
was The Restless . What was it like?

I showed director CHO Dong-oh what I came
up with after studying each scene that required
stunt work and choreographed the fighting scenes.
Then I made revisions based on his feedback. The
entire process took me ten months. You can say the
director was the one who trained me. The stunt
work in The Restless required advanced techniques,
but through the course of the film, I started seeing
what the right rhythm of stunt action was and what
good camera angles were. We shot for almost an
entire year. I definitely learned a lot from that film.
After that you continued working on big budget films.

Filmmaker KIM Jee-woon’s The Good, the Bad
and the Weird was my next project. By the time
I was done with that film, I was fearless. I found
a number of solutions for the stunt work I was
striving for. After that I worked on CHOI Donghoon’s Woochi .

most out of a stunt choreographer. That way there
can be various discussions.
When you look at films like Cold Eyes (2013) or No Tears for

the Dead , you seem to have a knack for city action scenes.

First of all, city actions scenes… are difficult to
shoot. (laughs) In the past, films used to be shot
in abandoned factory sites or warehouses, but this
is so unrealistic. That’s why we shot car action
scenes in the middle of downtown Seoul in Cold
Eyes . I prefer attempting new things even though
you’re making a mistake rather than shooting a
scene well in a predictable manner. I don’t believe
that action scenes should be shot for ‘the sake of
action’. Whichever method you choose to go for,
what matters is getting a good reaction from the
audience. There’s no need to follow conventional
methods.
The stunt action in confined spaces as performed in films
such as I Saw the Devil , New World and Asura: The City of

Madness are impressive.

The scenes in these films have to be realistic.
There’s no special technique. It’s just an issue of
who stabs who first. I think these kinds of realistic
situations hold more appeal to the audience.
What about working overseas?

I recently worked on BONG Joon-ho’s Okja , and
I’m always open to the idea of working overseas.
However, after working on several films, I realized
it’s not so easy to match myself to the system an
overseas production requires. Primarily I still have
working opportunities in Korea. I’m happy with
this, and for the time being I think I should focus
more on this side.
by KIM Hyung-seok | photographed by SON Hong-joo

Do you think that in order to create a new type of action
scene, the action choreographer should get involved in the
directing process?

Frankly speaking, I’ve been doing that since The
Restless . I believe it was possible due to the path
that was paved by JUNG Doo-hong who constantly
fought for perfect stunt work. That’s why I like it
when a director or film crew tries to bring out the
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FEATURE

The March
Continues

Looking Back at
the Korean Independent Film
Scene in 2016

The Korean independent film scene in 2016 went through considerable change. Filmmakers who are considered almost
mainstream have been making independent films, while filmmakers who built their career in the independent scene have
been moving into the mainstream industry. A number of extraordinary works came out of the independent film industry
and crowd-funding became a new method for financing projects. Let’s take a look back at the Korean independent film
industry which took a big step forward in 2016.

Fourth Place
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Spirits' Homecoming

Let’s take a look at the topography of Korean independent
film. Most encouraging has been the release of a number
of strong films in 2016. Among the list, there are KIM Soohyun’s Beaten Black and Blue and JUNG Ji-woo’s Fourth
Place . The former is a powerful parody dealing with the
subject of extreme conservative groups in Korea. The latter
is a human rights-related educational drama highlighting
the chronic physical abuse used in strict disciplinary
education. Strangely enough, both films, despite their
impressive critical qualities, were not as enthusiastically
embraced locally and internationally as expected.
Other extraordinary works came out as well, for example,
KIM Dae-hwan’s End of Winter , PARK Suk-young’s Steel
Flower and KIM Jung-keun’s The Island of Shadows to
name a few. End of Winter won an award in the New
Currents section at Asia’s leading Busan International
Film Festival, and Steel Flower and The Island of Shadows
won awards at the most prestigious independent film
festival in Korea, the Seoul Independent Film Festival.
In a word, 2016 was a year where the audience had quite a
few opportunities to encounter superb Korean independent
films. The quality of Korean independent films has
continuously improved and 2016 was a year that displayed
the best the scene had to offer.
On the other hand, there were important changes in
other areas. For instance, 2016 was a year that showed
a slight shift inside the industry concerning systems
such as financing, production, distribution and box office
results. Of course, it’s hard to claim that the mentioned

Steel Flower

films represent the Korean independent film industry
in general. However, we need to take into consideration
that the accomplishments of these works should be the
subject of discussion for various reasons. In this light we
would like to take a look at some of the following important
points.

Discovering New Boundaries through Crowd-funding
Among the films that proved commercially successful, a
number of films were financed through crowd-funding.
That is not to say that this method of financing and
distributing films has suddenly emerged in 2016. In fact,
during the past few years, it’s become a significant source
for independent film financing. But there is one point that
is different this year, as among these crowd-funded films, a
significant amount of them have become very successful at
the local box office such as Spirits’ Homecoming and Moohyun, a Tale of Two Cities .
Spirits’ Homecoming tells the story of young girls taken
from their home to serve as comfort women for the
Japanese military. It is a film dealing with the sad history
of Japanese Occupation in Korea. It wasn’t easy to make
and it took many years of preparation, but right before
production, the project had to be cancelled due to a shortage
in funds.
The film chose to avail of crow-funding and the results
went beyond the filmmakers’ expectations as an incredible
amount of money was generated with more than USD
500,000 raised all over the world. This enabled the
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End of Winter

Beaten Black and Blue

filmmakers to restart the shoot and finally meet audiences
in 2016. Eventually, the film attracted more than 3.5 million
viewers, a number unimaginable for an independent film
and which made it the highest grossing Korean independent
film in 2016.
Other films that may not have enjoyed the dramatic
turnover of Spirits’ Homecoming yet they created a
foundation with crowd-funding and experienced commercial
success. Moo-hyun, a Tale of Two Cities , a documentary
about former president ROH Moo-hyun, raised USD 100,000
for its theatrical release through crowd-funding and became
a commercial success as an independent film with around
190,000 ticket sales.

Finding Commercial Potential in Independent Films
If there was another noticeable change in the Korean
independent film industry, it was the emergence of lowbudget independent films aiming for the mainstream.
Opinions are still split as to whether these films will inspire
a more vibrant diversity within the independent scene, thus
focused discussion and careful attention seem necessary.
Regardless, it is hard to deny that the mood to create these
films has emerged.
Some examples are Worst Woman , Queen of Walking and
The Queen of Crime . Worst Woman ’s director is KIM Jongkwan, known for his steadfast auteurism. Worst Woman
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Worst Woman

on the other hand steps away from such expectations as
it displays the nature of a low-budget mainstream film
as mentioned before, or in other words, it sets itself as a
genre indie film with box office potential. This film which
romantically follows the tale of one woman and three
men through a single day became a commercial success,
attracting more than 80,000 spectators.
Queen of Walking was directed by BAEK Seung-hwa who
received acclaim with his music documentary Turn It Up to
11 (2010). This film is a comedy about a high school girl who
cannot use public transportation due to the motion sickness
syndrome she was born with. This film sold more than
95,000 tickets at the box office.
The Queen of Crime was produced by the creative film group
KwangHwaMoon Cinema which also produced another indie
hit, The King of Jokgu (2014). Directed by LEE Yo-sup, this
film is a comic thriller which tells the tale of a mother who
begins to investigate in a neighborhood and uncover the truth
when her son is hit with an outrageous water bill for his
rental room. The film brought 43,000 viewers to the cinema.
Worst Woman , Queen of Walking and The Queen of Crime
all have a few things in common. They were all directed by
talented filmmakers in the independent film scene. They
cast familiar but peripheral mainstream actors as their lead
characters. And they focused on genre qualities. All three
films were commercially successful in 2016 and it looks like

The Queen of Crime

The Island of Shadows

similar films will continue to find their way to release.

From independent Film to Mainstream Film
Meanwhile, at the same time as this emergence of
mainstream-like independent films there are also cases
such as KIM Tae-gon’s Familyhood , UM Tae-hwa’s
Vanishing Time: A Boy Who Returned and KIM Tae-yong’s
Misbehavior.
All of these films have been produced by mainstream film
production companies despite the fact that these filmmakers
are rising stars in the independent film scene. They had
previously attracted a great deal of attention with their
independent feature films: KIM Tae-gon with Sunshine Boys
(2013), UM Tae-hwa with INGtoogi: The Battle of Internet
Trolls (2013) and KIM Tae-yong with Set Me Free (2014).
One way to look at this phenomenon is that the mainstream
film industry pulls in independent film talents to create lowbudget box office hits, while the independent film industry
is attempting a different kind of production scheme modeled
after the low-budget commercial films of the mainstream.
In other words, the mainstream and the independent film
industry are trying to incorporate each other’s strong points.
Another interesting point related to this is the example of
the highest grossing Korean film of 2016, Train to Busan ,
which is the only film that scored 10 million viewers at the
local box office. This film is absolutely mainstream cinema

and the director is YEON Sang-ho. But there is another film
made by him which is the independent animated film Seoul
Station . This film became a major hit as an independent
animated film, attracting 140,000 moviegoers. Furthermore,
Seoul Station is connected to Train to Busan as a prequel.
So it’s quite interesting that from one creator, the most
commercially successful film and a relatively successful
independent animation came out in the same year
like Siamese twins. In this light, it could be seen as a
phenomenon that symbolizes the current changes occurring
in the independent film scene.
What has been described so far is not to argue that this
is the optimum model that the Korean independent scene
should take after. It also definitely shouldn’t be used as
an excuse to claim that a green light has come on for the
independent industry. The most important thing most
independent filmmakers are calling out for in one unified
voice is the need to improve support for the local independent
film industry on a public scale.
As for the independent industry itself, it needs to pay
attention to the models and changes that keep occurring
within the industry and partake in further discussions.
Because the Korean independent film industry is in the
process of finding new horizons.
by JEONG Han-seok
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Names We Should Remember
The Stars of
the Korean Independent Film Industry
in 2016

Now it’s time to take a look at the acting and filmmaking talents of the
Independent film scene who shined in 2016.

Actors

The first name that comes to mind is
LEE Sang-hee who must have enjoyed a
particularly happy year in 2016. She is
among the list of actresses who are currently receiving the most
attention. She was the leading performer in two feature films
last year, End of Winter and Our Love Story. In addition to this,
she gave superb performances in two films that are awaiting
theatrical release but have already attracted attention at local
film festivals: Autumn ,
Autumn and Jamsil . With
her girl-next-door looks
and diverse emotional
range, she is rapidly

LEE Sang-hee

GWONYool
GWON
Yool

JEONG Ha-dam
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expanding her realm in the performing arts.
On the other hand, actress JEONG Ha-dam stands out
with her unique and unforgettable looks. The complex
sensibility she emits which shifts between confusion
and conviction seems to be deeply related with the
characters she played. In two of filmmaker PARK
Suk-young’s films Wild Flowers (2015) and Steel
Flower (2016), she gave powerful performances. In
Wild Flowers , she was one of the runaways forced to
deal with life the hard way, and in Steel Flower she
played a girl who throws herself into a dismal reality
in order to survive, which recalls the Dardennes’
Rosetta .
She also played bit parts in PARK Chan-wook, KIM
Ki-duk and KIM Jee-woon’s The Handmaiden, The
Net and The Age of Shadows in 2016, and it seems
she will continue expanding and securing her position
as a serious acting talent.
Among the list of male actors, GWON Yool is one to pay
attention to. But in fact it was with the 17 million
viewer box office mega hit Roaring Currents (2014)
rather than independent films through which he made
his mark, skillfully playing the son of Admiral YI
Sun-shin played by CHOI Min-shik who took after his
father with his disciplined courage.
The fact that he reconfirmed his talent as an actor
with the subsequent independent film Worst Woman
(2016) is quite revealing. In the film he plays a rather
saucy, but witty and warmhearted character who
creates a delightful chemistry with actress HAN Yeri as they play a couple. This display of flexibility as
he moves from a hero in a blockbuster to a romantic
partner in an independent romantic film proves that
he is a versatile actor.

tors
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KIM Soo-hyun

KIM Dae-hwan

JANG Hyun-sang

The star film director among last year’s

independent films is surely KIM Soo-hyun of Beaten
Black and Blue . He already proved his talent in the earlier
works So Cute (2004) and Ashamed (2011). However, he wasn’t
fortunate enough to get another chance for quite some time as
the mainstream film industry did not give him an opportunity.
the reason for this is quite simple: He has never settled for the
‘middle ground’ the mainstream industry requires.
His next feature didn’t come until Beaten Black and Blue was
selected for the 17th Jeonju International Film Festival’s Jeonju
Cinema Project. His films have always embraced the various
social issues that permeate our society. The same goes with
Beaten Black and Blue . Yet instead of recreating the common
approach of social commentary, he brilliantly creates a new
world by introducing a particular character or situation from
our society. This is why his films don’t normally receive popular
support. But with each attempt the value of his works seems to
become even more special.
It’s been a while since one of the most significant film directors
in the history of Korean cinema, JANG Sun-woo, quit
filmmaking. KIM Soo-hyun learned filmmaking from JANG,
and if there is one person that can fill his shoes, that would be
KIM Soo-hyun.
KIM Dae-hwan, who directed End of Winter , follows the
tradition of Japanese filmmaker KOREEDA Hirokazu. He has
mentioned earlier that while directing End of Winter he recalled
KOREEDA’s cinematic rhythm.
A family that doesn’t get along spends a few days in Chulwon
when it snows (Chulwon is known as a desolate location that
becomes extremely cold during winter). The tension and fragility
within the conversations and actions exchanged between family
members are delicately tuned by the director. The director
won an award in the New Currents section at the 2014 Busan
International Film Festival and was recognized as a rising star.
He is currently shooting his second feature.
Another rising star who shows a different kind of talent is JANG
Hyun-sang, the director Kissing Cousin . Kissing Cousin seems
like a typical mainstream film at first sight. It tells the story
of cousins who fall in love, from which the director creates a
unique love story that he directed, wrote, shot and even edited.
If there is a producer with a good eye out there, he is definitely
someone to look out for.
by JEONG Han-seok | photographs from Cine21
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Indie Director+Mainstream Company

The Director of
MISBEHAVIOR,

KIM Tae-yong

Exploring Inferiority Complexes
and Class Issues
Filmmaker KIM Tae-yong has been directing
films since he’s been in high school. After
working as a crew member on two works
from major Korean independent filmmakers,
KIM Gok’s Exhausted (2009) and YANG
Ik-june’s Breathless (2009), he was invited
to the Cannes Cinefondation for his short

Frozen Land (2010), which he made at the
age of twenty three. He also won the Best
Film in the A City of Sadness section at the
Mise-en-Scene Short Film Festival in Seoul
for his short Negligence of Service (2011).
His first feature Set Me Free (2014) won
the Best New Director awards from the
Korean Association of Film Critics Awards
and the Blue Dragon Awards. Finally he
returned with his latest feature Misbehavior
in January of this year. His second feature
Misbehavior is set in a high school where
the story revolves around two teachers
and a student. This film was produced by
Filmmake R & K, which was founded by
director RYOO Seung-wan and producer
Kang Hae-Jung.
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Can you explain how you’ve changed since your feature debut?

I finally became a productive member of society with my first feature
Set Me Free . Because of this my point-of-view in life changed as well. If
I used to accept my poverty, I now understood the reason for it. Perhaps
you may say I’ve become more pessimistic towards life. In fact, class
issues are a part of our daily lives, and I wanted to explore this in
Misbehavior.

Like Set Me Free , you deal once again with inferiority complexes in
this film.

I think my take on this kind of complex has deepened.
The irony is that after Set Me Free I received quite a
few offers to direct romantic comedies. But at the time, I
wasn’t emotionally prepared to make a commercial genre
film. I think Hyo-joo (KIM Ha-neul) in Misbehavior is an
expansion of Young-jae (CHOI Woo-shik) in Set Me Free .
Misbehavior is a film where I reintroduce this kind of
character I wanted to show.
What kind of person is Hyo-joo?

Basically, she’s the kind of person who doesn’t love herself.
People with low self-esteem often try to redeem or fill
this void by showing kindness to others. However, they
tend to get out of control when they are taken for granted.
Misbehavior tells the story of people with low self-esteem.
People who are like flat tires continue to be inflated by
situations surrounding them until they reach a climactic
moment, becoming swollen to the point of bursting. There
exists something like an emotional food chain between the
three main characters who meet a tragic ending.
All three people are liars. Once they’re done lying, what kind of
truth do you think is left for them?

I was curious about this. At least I think it isn’t love. When
I was discussing Hyo-joo’s character with actress KIM Haneul, I told her I thought her emotions are like “when you
feel you’re drunk.” Because when you’re drunk, you tend
to justify certain desires you can’t achieve in your daily
life. And then you wake up in the morning, feeling empty.
I guess Hyo-joo’s transgression is something like that. She
just left it as a thought until she made the attempt to steal
Jae-ha (LEE Won-geun) from Hae-young (YOO In-young),
which she discovered was more satisfying than imagined.
But as she slowly sobered up, she returned to her place.
And the reason for her cruel behavior towards Hae-young
is because she’s the witness to her ‘drunken state’.

senses. through this she experiences a sense of regret. I
captured Hyo-joo’s face in a long close-up shot to express
this emotion.
KIM Ha-neul has played a school teacher in a number of romantic
genre films. This explains why casting her feels like a self-parody.

I thought of something similar to BONG Joon-ho’s casting
of KIM Hye-ja in Mother (2009). It was really shocking to
see an actress known for her benevolent and kind mother
image play a crazed mother. I wanted to apply that kind of
shock value to KIM Ha-neul in Misbehavior . What I was
surprised by when we started shooting was that from the
first day on set, KIM Ha-neul was totally immersed in her
character, and she just went for it as if she was eating spicy
hot food. You might suffer eating spicy hot food, but you
still eat it. that is how she played her character.
What did you want to convey through the Korean title Female

Teacher ?

Rather than any particular meaning, I wanted to just tell a
story about female school teachers. I wanted to talk about
an inferiority complex, and I believe that the school place
is where the most heated cases of inferiority complexes and
class issues take place. And I thought of untenured female
school teachers as the symbols of these sites.
There has recently been a trend of controversial female characters
appearing in a number of Korean films. It seems that Misbehavior
also falls in line with this trend.

There’ve been a number of good female characters in films
like PARK Chan-wook’s The Handmaiden (2016) and LEE
Kyoung-mi’s The Truth Beneath (2016). I want to show
that there are many interesting female characters with a
striking presence, who can express numerous convictions
and expand social meanings in Misbehavior . That’s why
I want this film to be one that inspires a dialogue about
these points with the audience.
Like Set Me Free , there are quite a number of eating scenes in this

What were your intentions for creating such a tragic ending?

film.

As I was working on Hyo-joo’s character, I thought quite
often about how weak human beings are. I believe that for
a while Hyo-joo has never realized she’s been leading a life
in a way she never knew. It is only after she accidentally
commits a tragic deed that she finally returns to her

I believe the most natural human emotions come out while
you eat. If Young-jae’s eating scenes in Set Me Free served
as a comforting action, I wanted to expose the images of
office workers who never let their guards down even when
they’re eating in Misbehavior .
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A Web of Jealousy and Suspicion MISBEHAVIOR
Filmmaker KIM Tae-yong dives deep into the emotions that one desires
to hide in his second feature Misbehavior. He stated, “I’m quite interested
in people who have to give up something in order to survive.” If Set Me
Free ’s Young-jae gave up his chance to grow up because he was misled
by the idea of survival, Misbehavior ’s Hyo-joo gave up her desire to
survive, but then exploded through her misguided inferiority complex.
Both films start when the two protagonists open their eyes to their true
selves which they have forgotten.
Misbehavior deals with the changes and disintegration that occur in
school teacher Hyo-joo’s life, devoid of emotions and self-esteem when
Hae-young and Jae-ha appear in front of her. Untenured teacher Hyojoo is looking forward to getting tenure as a regular teacher at her
school only to lose it to Hae-young who appears out of nowhere, taking
her place. The daughter of the chairman of the school foundation, Haeyoung is a junior alumna from Hyo-joo’s school. As much as Hae-young
tries to get closer to Hyo-joo, she finds Hae-young a bit overbearing.
Then one day Hyo-joo witnesses a secret love affair between her home
class student Jae-ha and Hae-young, and uses this in her favor to take
the initiative in her relationship with Hae-young.
The first female-centric film from Filmmaker R & K, Misbehavior is a film
about dangerous and contemptible emotions. Producer KANG Hae-jung

You’ve been active in the independent scene ever since you were
in high school for the past ten years. What kind of attempts have
you made during those ten years?

Even with independent films, trends exist. I’ve been
constantly trying to make variations along the way. Night
Bugs (2012) is a queer film. I posed the question, “Why
are people still wondering what gay identity is?” I wanted
to show how these people consumed each other in their
own world. Frozen Land (2010) tells the story of illegal
immigrants which started with the idea that we can’t just
continue dealing with their miserable lives. The same goes
for the story of Korean-Chinese living in Korea in Night
Market (2012). I wanted to show their relationships rather
than their social state. My first feature Set Me Free is in
line with this thought. Why do protagonists of comingof-age films always have to be the ones embracing all the
worries of the world? Shouldn’t you be old enough to fight
your own battles against the world if you’re 18? It all
started there. In Misbehavior I wanted to do a variation
on a conventional crime of passion drama. These kinds of
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explains the film’s “biting insight on human psychology” as its strongest
point.
Such advantages were possible with the extraordinary ensemble of
actors. KIM Ha-neul who played Hyo-joo succeeds in shedding her wellknown image to move into a deep emotional realm of acting which
even she was surprised by when she saw herself in the monitor on set:
“I didn’t know I had this kind of face”. Upcoming young actor, who also
played in KIM Ki-duk’s The Net (2016), LEE Won-geun gives a superb
performance as Jae-ha who is clever yet true to his desires.

stories are always set between an older man and a young
woman. Why does it always have to be like that? I wanted
to change this, to a story between a female school teacher
and a high school boy.
You were invited to Cannes when you were in your early twenties
and became an important filmmaker in independent cinema, then
attracted considerable attention with your feature debut film.
What will be your next move?

There have been experiences that were special, but I try to
forget them as soon as possible. My two film mentors are
filmmakers KIM Gok and RYOO Seung-wan. They both
told me that “A film director is someone who makes films
instead of enjoying them.” They only think of the films
they are going to make. I always wanted to direct a genre
film, and I think it will be possible with my next project.
It’s based on an original story and another writer will work
on the film adaptation. So I guess I’ll be able to have some
more space to have a broader perspective of things.
by KIM Hyung-seok | photographed by SON Hong-joo

Ko-Production

One Granny Conquers
the World
Vietnam

China

Global Chronicles of
MISS GRANNY

Thailand

Japan
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Miss Granny

In recent years, the international film distribution market
has been experiencing a great deal of fluctuation with
technological advances, changing viewing patterns across
broad demographics and several new business models
permeating various corners of the industry across the world’s
major film markets.
Yet if you were to ask for one sentence to describe the
current state of the global film market, many executives may
tell you that in today’s film landscape, “content is king”.
While the world’s top distributor Disney is busying itself
with delivering big-budget tentpoles to enormous built-in
audiences with new Marvel and Star Wars titles every year,
and the world’s growing online superpower Netflix stockpiles
a cornucopia of global content that falls in line with their
secret metrics, a quiet global takeover is also happening in
Korea.
CJ E&M has been recognized as the top Korean film
distributor for several years, but not content with being
the world’s biggest provider of Korean content through CJ
Entertainment and the country’s top exhibitor through
subsidiary CGV Cinemas. The company has continually
expanded its global portfolio through several avenues.
Perhaps the most unique of these is their ‘One Source Multi
Territory’ strategy, which involves using an existing CJ
property and creating localized versions of it for several

international markets. CJ may not be the only company
doing this, but with the six existing versions of Miss Granny
(2014) around the world, and another five adaptations
currently in development, all since the original’s debut just
three years ago, CJ has surely broken new ground with its
aggressive global push for one piece of intellectual property.
Per the Head of international business & Prodution at CJ
Entertainment, Mike IM, “Targeting multiple territories by
localizing one source for each region is a new strategy that
hasn't been done even in Hollywood, so CJ’s outreach has
been noted by major Hollywood studios.”

Miss Granny in South Korea
It all started with a script by SHIN Dong-ick (Le Grand
Chef , 2007), DONG Hee-sun (Love 911 , 2012) and HONG
Yun-jeong (Love 911 ) which was adapted by Silenced (2011)
director HWANG Dong-hyuk into CJ’s Lunar New Year
holiday release of 2014, Miss Granny.
Featuring young actress SIM Eun-kyung of 2011 hit Sunny
and veteran actress NA Moon-hee (Harmony, 2010), the film
was a fantasy comedy-drama that featured an elderly woman
whose cantankerous behavior alienates her from her family.
Following a magical trip to a mysterious photo studio, she
emerges as her 20-year-old self and promptly decides to
hide her identity from her family. She rediscovers her love
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Miss Granny

of singing and winds up joining her grandson’s band as
lead vocalist. Together they begin to advance through the
stages of a TV talent contest while the rejuvenated woman
senses the affections of the show’s dashing producer.
Combining elements of fantasy, musical, comedy
and family drama, while also appealing to several
demographics with its mix of generational characters
and themes, the film became the biggest hit of early
2014, drawing an impressive 8.65 million viewers (USD
54.88 million). As a production with several appealing
points combined in a balanced manner to appeal to the
widest possible audience, what CJ had on their hands
was an intellectual property that they felt could easily be
transposed to different markets in Asia and beyond, given
the story’s globally relatable themes.

20 Once Again in China
Less than a year after the success of Miss Granny, CJ
released the first of its adaptations, a Chinese update
called 20 Once Again . The film was a major hit in January
2015 and grossed USD 53.77 million, making it the most
successful CJ film for the Chinese market, building on
previous successes such as A Wedding Invitation (2013).
The remake began production in June of 2014, just a few
months after Miss Granny had opened, demonstrating that
plans for subsequent versions of the story were already
in place ahead of the original film’s launch. Handling the
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director’s reign was experienced Taiwanese filmmaker
Leste CHEN, whose prior credits included a few Taiwanese
dramas before he entered the Chinese commercial market
with the romantic comedy Love on Credit and the mysterythriller The Great Hypnotist . Playing the granny this time
was Grace GUEI, while rising star YANG Zi-shan took on
the role originally played by SIM Eun-kyung.
The update retained the original film’s concept and light
tone while also expanding on its romantic elements
to cater the film to contemporary local tastes. Several
locations were also switched out to reflect local habits and
the soundtrack was changed to feature popular classic
songs by local musician DENG Li-jun.

Sweet 20 in Vietnam
Moving on to their third version of the original property,
CJ turned their eyes on another market where they were
already both active in exhibition and local productions.
In Vietnam, CJ E&M became the top exhibitor following
its acquisition of the Megastar Cineplex chain. They also
became the most successful producer in the country when
their romantic comedy Let Hoi Decide became the most
popular film in Vietnamese history in late 2014.
In December 2015, CJ launched the Vietnamese version
of Miss Granny, entitled Sweet 20 . The film managed to
hold the opening of Star Wars: The Force Awakens from
climbing to the top spot on the local charts. Having beaten

the Disney blockbuster, the film remained a powerful
presence on the charts and eventually unseated fellow CJ
title Let Hoi Decide as the most successful Korean film of
all time with USD 4.76 million.
The Vietnamese version was directed by first time
filmmaker PHAN Gia Nhat Linh and rather than focus
on the narrative’s romance, the update emphasized the
familial love foregrounded by the story, particularly by
drawing more attention to the grandmother-grandson
relationship. In addition, the film upped its comedic
aspects by heightening its slapstick elements, with
several top comedy Vietnamese actors cast in supporting
roles.

Sing My Life in Japan
The next version, and the first to appear in a market
where CJ does not manage a theatrical exhibition
operation, was the Japanese redo Sing My Life . CJ coproduced the title with Shochiku Films and Nippon TV.
The film debuted on April 1st last year.
Sing My Life was directed by The Apology King
filmmaker MIZUTA Nobuo and featured Japanese
actresses TABE Mikako and BAISHO Mitsuko in the
roles originally played by SIM Eun-kyung and NA Moonhee.
The major difference in Sing My Life was an increased
focus on the relationship between the main character and
the daughter she raised as a single mother.

Suddenly Twenty in Thailand
CJ set their sights on Southeast Asia once more with their
next version of the film. Named Suddenly Twenty, the
Thai version was the first co-production between Korea
and Thailand. It was directed by Araya SURIHARN and
starred Davika HOORNE, Saharat SANGKAPRICHA
and Kritsanapoom PIBULSONGGRAM. HOORNE was
the star of the blockbuster Pee Mak , the most successful
Thai film of all time.
Mike IM, Head of International business & Production
at CJ Entertainment said, “Just like the Chinese,
Vietnamese and Japanese versions, Suddenly Twenty
also went through a thorough localization process.
Reflecting the popularity of comedy in Thailand, the new
film features a new comic character who does not exist

in the original to emphasize a distinctive Thai humor
element. The film also features a cast of the best Thai
actors and actresses and people are exhibiting a great
deal of interest in how their comedic performances will
come off.”

20 Forever in Indonesia
This time taking the title 20 Forever, CJ partnered
with Starvision Plus to make an Indonesian version of
the film. Directed by Ody C. HARAHAP, who made the
romantic comedy Kapan Kawin (2015) among others, the
film was adapted from the original by the popular writer
and director Upi AVIANTO who directed the comedy hit
My Stupid Boss (2016), and reports indicate that it will
place more emphasis on the family drama elements than
previous versions. 20 Forever will go on release beginning
in April .

New Versions for North and South America, Europe
and South Asia
Beyond these six already produced versions of the
property, CJ has also made deals with five other nations
for localized Miss Granny remakes. Germany, India
and Philippines are among the countries which will be
included in the ‘One Source Multi Territory’ strategy for
global film productions.
More recent was the announcement of an English
language US remake, as well as a Spanish language
version for the Latin American market. The English
version will be made by 34th Street Films, the company
run by Tyler Perry, known for his Madea films among
others.
Meanwhile the Spanish-language version will be handled
by Eugenio Derbez’s 3pas Studios. Per CJ, these new
productions would make Miss Granny the ‘world's most
adapted film’, which a total of 11 versions.

Conclusion
Given the success of the ongoing global localization
experiment of Miss Granny, many are curious to see
what titles CJ will tackle next with this strategy, and
whether other companies, both in Korea and abroad, may
follow suit.
by Pierce Conran
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Meet Korean stories Again
Around the World
Global Remakes of Korean Films

Ever since the Korean film industry became globally recognized as a major
purveyor of feature-length entertainment, foreign production companies have
been interested in remaking some of the country’s unique storylines, particularly
their world-renowned blend of dark thrillers, for their own markets.
Typically the most famous among these have been high profile Hollywood remake
deals. But while several American versions of Korean properties do exist, a much
greater number of reported deals never made it to production. Yet in recent years,
the trend for Korean film remakes has shifted closer to home, with several Asian
markets beginning to release their version of Korean titles.
Perhaps due to more similar audience viewing patterns, these projects have
proven by and large to be more successful, though in many quarters they still
remain experiments to see what the true potential of Korean content in Asian
markets may look like in the future.

Train to Busan

A Wedding Invitation

New Chinese Horizons
The main market for Korean remake activity is of course China which has
fostered several partnerships with Korean firms over the course of the past
few years. CJ Entertainment, which operates theaters in the nation, has taken
several Korean titles and remade them for the Chinese market as co-productions
with local production companies.
Among the remade CJ titles is A Wedding Invitation (2013), their first fully
financed local Chinese production. Director OH Ki-hwan remade his own 2001
romantic drama Last Present , casting Chinese star BAI Baihe and Taiwanese
actor Eddie PENG. The film became a hit and next up was the Chinese version of
Miss Granny, already detailed in the preceding feature.
Next Entertainment World (NEW) has also been getting into the game of Chinese
remakes of their titles, particularly after the Chinese giant Huace acquired a
stake in the company. First up was The Witness , released in 2015, which was
a remake of the popular Korean thriller Blind (2011) with KIM Ha-neul. The
original’s director AHN Sang-hoon reprised his role in the director’s chair and
the film went on to make USD 35.6 million.
A year later, A Chinese version of NEW’s hit 2013 thriller Hide and Seek bowed
in China towards the end of the year before screening at the inaugural edition of
the International Film Festival and Awards Macao before going on release on the
mainland. The film was helmed by LIU Jie, known for Deep in the Clouds and
featured Wallace HUO of Swordsman .
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The witness

NEW is also working on Chinese updates of their titles The Beauty Inside (2015)
and The Phone (2015).
Another Korean director remaking his own work on the mainland has been
horror master AN Byung-ki, who adapted his film Bunshinsaba, Ouija
Board (2004) into a trilogy of works in China, released through 2012 to 2014.
The films grossed USD 9.93 million, USD 13 million and USD 7.89 million,
respectively.

Prolific Indian Remakes

Rocky Handsome

India, the largest film industry in the world in terms of production numbers, is
known for often borrowing elements (if not entire storylines) from foreign films.
With a dearth of talented writers and poor pay for those with the requisite
skills to deliver top-class entertainment, looking to foreign sources is necessary
when making around 1,000 new titles a year.
For the past decade Korean films have become a prime source of inspiration
for Bollywood titles but until recently most of these remakes were unofficial.
Toning down the violence and sexual elements of the riskier Korean narratives
to get past censors and appeal to wider audiences, several Indian versions of
Korean thrillers exist that incorporate significant melodramatic elements and
song and dance numbers.
Examples of unlicensed remakes of Korean films infamously include Zinda ,
a remake of PARK Chan-wook’s Old Boy (2003), Awaarapan and Ek Villain ,
which update both KIM Jee-woon’s A Bittersweet Life (2005) and I Saw the
Devil (2010), Murder 2 , a remake version of NA Hong-jin’s The Chaser (2008),
the My Sassy Girl (2001) redo Ugly Pagli , Masquerade (2012) update Prem
Ratan Dhan Payo , and Rock On!! , which is based on LEE Joon-ik’s The Happy
Life (2007).
These days, India production companions are going through the proper channels
to adapt Korean film properties for the large Indian market. Examples include
Jazbaa , which updates the thriller 7 Days (2007) and features top Indian star
Aishwarya RAI in KIM Yun-jin’s role, The Man from Nowhere (2010) remake
Rocky Handsome , and most famously the thriller TE3N , which is a remake
version of the UHM Jeong-hwa thriller vehicle Montage (2013), though her
middle-aged woman lead is replaced by a grandfather in the Indian version.

The Latest Deal

The Phone

Looking back towards America, one major deal that has drawn a significant
amount of attention is a recent agreement between NEW and the French
production house Gaumont to adapt the wildly popular Korean zombie thriller
Train to Busan (2016) for the American market. Given the film’s global
success in several international markets, where it has set umpteen records,
there are more bullish expectations for this Hollywood remake’s chances on the
global stage.
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ACTOR/ACTRESS

The Actor with the Innocent Face
of a Little Boy

L EE
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When actor LEE Byung-hun took his first steps in Hollywood
with G.I. Joe: The Rise of Cobra in 2009, few expected his
career there would last this long. In Korea, he’s already
proven his ability and star aura with his acting talent.
Because of his homegrown popularity, he had no need to go
through the struggles of adapting to a new environment and
learning a foreign language to start from the bottom and
play bit parts in a different country.
In spite of all this, for the past few years, he has been earning
a name in Hollywood, while continuing to present a diverse
spectrum of powerful and memorable performances in Korea.

Inside Men , LEE Byung-hun’s Film
It will be hard to find an actor with a filmography that takes
risks and tackles as much range as LEE Byung-hun’s, whose
career spans almost 25 years. Looking at recent years, if one
were to choose LEE Byung-hun’s most outstanding film, it
would have to be Inside Men (2015).
Among the film’s impressive cast filled with leading actors
known for their outstanding talent, his presence still stood
out. The AHN Sang-goo role he plays is merely a political
hoodlum who secretly helps those on the highest rungs of the
social ladder. But when his service is no longer needed, he is
ruthlessly maimed and cast out by those who once included
him in their world. He subsequently comes up with a scheme
to get his revenge with the help of a prosecutor in a similar
predicament as himself.
As the film progresses, we begin sympathizing with this
ambiguous character, which could be as a result of the story,
but also LEE’s superb performance. AHN Sang-goo is a
violent low-life who speaks with a strong accent and sports
tacky attire. Yet the good-for-nothing stands out from other
characters as he becomes the driving force of the story. The
critics’ response to Inside Men may have been divided but
there was no dispute concerning the fact that this is ‘LEE
Byung-hun’s film’.
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His Hidden Face
Starting with G.I. Joe: The Rise of Cobra then moving on to
films such as RED 2 , G.I. Joe: Retaliation , Terminator Genisys
and The Magnificent Seven , LEE is currently building a
career in Hollywood through collaborations with star actors in
blockbuster films.
At first, his roles seemed to follow the typical Hollywood path
whereby Asian actors are relegated to typical Asian characters
such as assassin-like villains. However, his roles have gradually
begun to cover more diverse emotional spectrums as they’ve
gained in size, ranging from an assassin in a Western film to a
hit man in search of the truth.
Nevertheless, as a member of the Korean audience who knows
his broad range as an outstanding actor, there is one thing I’d
like to add.
That is that in addition to the image he introduced of a
merciless and cold-blooded murderer, he also has the innocent
and vulnerable face of a little boy. It is more fascinating when
he plays the male lead who can put on a bright smile with sad
eyes than the blank-faced human weapon he often presents on
the screen.
by NAM Da-eun | photographed by SON Hong-joo
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